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A STUDY OF ENDEMIC PELLAGRA IN SOME COTTON-MILL
VILLAGES OF SOUTH CAROLINAl

An Abstract

By JOSEPH GOLDBERGER and G. A. WHEELER, Surgeons, EDGAR SYDENSTRICKER,
Statistician, and WILFORD I. KiNG, Special Consultant in Statistics, with the
cooperation of Wm. S. BEAN, Jr., R. E. DYER, J. D. REICHARD, P. M. STEWART,
Surgeons, M. C. EDMUNDS, Assisiant Surgeon, R. E. TARBETT, Sanitary
Engineer, DOROTHY WIEHL, Assistant Statistician, and JENNIE C. GODDARD,
Senior Statistical Clerk, United States Public Health Service

As a part of the field investigations of pellagra conducted by the
Public Health Service there was begun in the spring of 1916 a study
of the relation of certain social, hygienic, sanitary, and economic
factors to pellagra incidence in some representative South Carolina
textile-mill communities, so-called cotton-mill villages, in which the
disease was believed to be endemic. On a varying scale, but without
interruption, this study was continued until the fall of 1921; that is,
during a period of about five and a half years.
During 1916 this study was carried on in 7 villages. As it progressed

it was more and more felt that the mass of data being collected
would prove to be too small to afford entirely convincing indications
with respect to certain important phases of the investigation. For
this reason and because it seemed desirable to observe the possible
fluctuations in the incidence of the disease from year to year and to
study some of the factors possibly related to such fluctuations, it
was arranged to continue the study, and for at least one year to carry
it out on a much larger scale. Accordingly, early in January, 1917,
a considerable number of additional villages were taken under obser-
vation, and by the end of February, 17 villages in addition to the 7
of 1916 were settled upon for study. These 24 villages were kept
under surveillance for pellagra throughout the year 1917.
With the beginning of 1918 the scale of the investigation was

reduced to about that of 1916, surveillance of 18 of the 24 villages
studied during 1917 being discontinued. Of the 6 continued under
observation during 1918, 2 had been among the 7 studied.in 1916.
At the beginning of 1919 the scale of the investigation was further
reduced by discontinuing observation of all but 1 of the villages.
IThe complete report will appear in Hygienic Laboratory Bull. No. 153.
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This 1 village (In.) was 1 of the original 7 and was continued under
surveillance throughout 1919, 1920, and up to October 15, 1921-or,
in all, for about five and a half years.
The results of the first year's study have already been published.'

In the present communication, much delayed by, among other
reasons, the pressure of other continuing studies, we desire to record
certain of the results of that phase of the subsequent study concerned
with the incidence of the disease and the relation of this incidence to
certain social, climatic, sanitary, economic, and dietary factors.
During 1917 in an aggregate population of 22,653 individuals,

1,147 cases of pellagra (an incidence rate of 50.6 per 1,000) were
observed. Of the 4,104 households among which that population
was distribiuted, 18.5 per cent had at least one member affected by
the disease in that year.

Pellagra (in an endemic locality) is very much (two to six times)
more prevalent than the experience of the physicians of the locality
would seem to indicate.
The fatality rate of the endemic disease, when definitely marked

cases of all grades of severity are considered, would appear not to
exceed 3 per cent.

Striking peculiarities of age and sex distribution of the disease
were observed.
The observations of age incidence appear to indicate, what seems

not to have been recognized heretofore, that endemic peilagra is pre-
ponderatingly a disease of children of from 2 to 15 years of age.

Explanations of the peculiarities of age and of sex incidence are
suggested. '

The single woman, as compared with the married, widowed, or
divorced, is relatively exempt from the disease. In the population
group under consideration, the single woman is usually a wage
earner, which may place her in a somewhat more advantageous
position with respect to diet than her married or widowed sister.
The incidence of the disease was found to be markedly seasonal;

80 to 90 per cent of all cases had their "onset" within the period
April to July, inclusive. One explanation suggested, in view of the
proved dietary relation of the disease, is the variation in diet brought
about by the seasonal modification of the food supply.
The seasonal incidence of cases distinguished by their occurrence

singly or otherwise in a household, and as initial and recurrent
attacks, was studied.
The disease was found to have a marked and very sharply limited

season of prevalence the curve of which, with a slight lag, paralleled
that of incidence.
IPublic Health Reports, Mar. 19, 1920 (Reprint No. 587), July 9, 1920 (Reprint No M1I), July 16,

1920 (Reprint No. 603), Nov. 12, 1920 (Reprint No. 621).
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The study failed to disclose any consistent correlation between
3anitary conditions and pellagra incidence. Such association as may
at times be observed is regarded as accidental and to be explained
by the intimate relation of the endemic disease to economic status,
Df which the sanitary condition may be an index.
The study reveals the existence of a striking inverse correlation

between the incidence of the endemic disease and family income.
The continuous study of a selected village during a period of nearly

six years appears to demonstrate that income shortage was a funda-
mental, though indirect, controlling factor in relation to the year-to-
year fluctuation in the incidence of the disease. It is therefore
inferred that the year-to-year fluctuations in the incidence of the
endemic disease are bound up with fluctuations in economic conditions
that influence the ability of a certain section of the population to
procure an adequate diet.
Marked seasonal variations in the food supply of a selected village

are demonstrated. A relation of this variation in food supply to the
striking seasonal incidence and prevalence of the disease is suggested

FUMIGATION WITH CYANOGEN PRODUCTS

Report of Experiments Conducted with Cyanogen Products Used in the Fumi-
gation of Vessels for Quarantine Purposes at the New York Quarantine Station,
Rosebank, Staten Island, N. Y.

By C. V. AKiN, Surgeon, and G. C. SHERRARD, Acting Assistant Surgeon, United
States Public Health Service

During the period February 15 to May 29, 1926, an extended series
of experiments was conducted at the New York quarantine station to
determine the relative efficiency of certain cyanogen products used in
the fumigation of vessels for the destruction of rats. Tests of all
products under consideration were made, both under control in the
laboratory and under practical conditions on board ship.
For the conduct of this work an informal board of officers on duty

at the station was formed, consisting of Surg. C. V. Akin, Acting
Assist. Surgs. G. C. Sherrard and G. H. Guth, and Chief Pharmacist
B. E. Holsendorf. All of the experimental work reported herein was
done by Surg. C. V. Akin and Acting Assist. Surg. G. C. Sherrard.
The general purposes of the tests were to determine with reasonable

exactness the relative merits of several cyanogen products used in
ship fumigation for the destruction of rodents, from the standpoints
of (1) lethal efficiency, (2) safety to fumigators and others, and (3)
cost.
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PEODUCT TESTED

The following products were tested:
(1) Liquid hydrocyanic acid (96 to 98 per cent):

(a) A mixture of 80 per cent liquid HCN and 20 per cent of
cyanogen chloride (CNOl), an imtating warning-giving
component.

(b) Liquid hydrocyanic acid (96 to 98 per cent).
(2) Hydrocyanic acid gas generated from a mixture of sodium

cyanide, mineral acid, and water.
(a) Sodium cyanide, sodium chlorate, hydrochloric acid, and

water in proportions designated by the quarantine regula-
tions of the Public Health Service.

(b) Sodium cyanide, sulphuric acid, and water in proportions
designated by the quarantine regulations of the Public
Health Service.

NOTEc.-Formula (a) in (2) above gives a mixture of HCN and tear gas. CNCI;
while formula (b) gives HCN only.

(3) Zyklon-B, a product of German manufacture, containing liquid
hydrocyanic acid and, in various lots, 10, 6, and 4 per cent of chloro-
pierin, an irritating waring-giving gas.

(4) Calcium cyanide, a cyanogen product of American manu-
facture, in the form of a fine dust, one-half of the total volume by
weight of which is HCN.

DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCTS USED

Liquid hydrocyanic acid.-Commercial liquid hydrocyanic acid aver-
aging from 96 to 98 per cent HCN, with from 2 to 4 per cent of water,
slightly aciduated with sulphuric acid.

Liquid hydrocyanic acid-cyanogen chloride mixture.-Commercial
hydrocyanic acid to which has been added 20 per cent of liquid
cyanogen chloride for lachrymatory effect.
Sodium cyanide (NaCN, 96 to 98 per cent).-Egg sodium cyanide

containing approximately 52 per cent cyanogen and showing less than
2 per cent chlorides.

Sulphuric acid.-Commercial sulphuric acid 92 to 94 per cent pure
(660 Baum6), free from nitric acid and metals.

Hydrochloric acid.-Commercial hydrochloric acid, 200 Baum6.
Sodium c7lorate.-Sodium chlorate crystals.
Zyklon-B.- Zyklon-B is the trade name given to a chemical

preparation of German manufacture composed of liquid hydro-
cyanic acid absorbed in a poous anulated earthy substance, named
diatomite.
The mixture consists of equal, or nearly equal, parts of liquid

hydrocyanic acid and diatomite (by weight), plus small quantities
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(about 5 per cent) of one of two irritating gases which have a markedly
lachrymatory effect, and which serve the double function of waming
exposed persons and of stabilizing the HCN in the product. Addi-
tional stabilization is secured through the diatomite and a small
amount of sulphuric acid.
Zyklon-B is marketed in heavy tin cans which withstand a pres-

sure test of five atmospheres. The cans are filled with a guaranteed
HCN content of 20 grams, 100 grams, 500 grams, 1,000 grams, or
1,200 grams, which makes the "dosing" of a compartment of any
size an easy matter.
When the can is first opened, Zyklon-B has the appearance of

dried or only slightly moist particles of sandy clay, varying from a
pale reddish yellow to an orange-yellow color. The amount of
appreciable moisture varies from that in the small can, the con-
tent of which is thoroughly dry, to that in the larger cans, con-
taining from 500 to 1,200 grams HCN, wherein the material is of
the consistency of moist sawdust.

In all sizes of cans the material runs freely from a comparatively
small opening (1 inch to 1Y2 inches), as the contents of the cans are
being emptied into the holds of a vessel or spread on the floor of a
smaller compartment.
The large surface afforded by the carrying material, diatomite,

promotes rapid evolution of the HCN gas even when the product
is exposed in relatively thick layers up to three-eighths of an inch
in thickness. Under all ordinary circumstances the HCN content
is quickly given off, and by the end of a two-hour fumigation period
the residue is practically inert. (See Public Health Reports, vol.
42, No. 50 (Dec. 16, 1927), p. 3071.) While there is no tendency for
the residue to retain or take up HCN in gaseous form, it is well to
remove the residue after fumigation, especially in the quarters or
superstructure of a vessel, as a marked ordor and some tear effect
are noted for a considerable time if the residue be not removed.
The opening of the cans is easily accomplished with a special

hammer having a tempered cutting head which cuts a 1 Y2-inch opening
through the top of the can with one stroke. Cone-headed peen
hammers or sharpened chipping hamners are used for this purpose.
Two or three such openings permit the discharge of the contents of
the largest cans in 15 to 20 seconds. A small air hole should be
punched in the opposite end of container to facilitate eInptying its
contents.
In dosing holds the contents of the requisite cans are poured from

deck down through the hatches and spread over the floor of the hold
with a sowing motion. In the holds the residue may be swept up
and thrown overboard if desired, or it may be allowed to remain
without danger. The dose for superstructure compartments is
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thinly and evenly spread on proteeting sheets of paper previously
la-on the floor. The subsequent removal of this residue is then
easy to accomplish.

Calcium cyaaide.-alcium cyanide is a cyanogen carrier of the
formula Ca (CN2) 2HCN, formed by the reaetion of hydrocyanic
acid containing a slight amount of water on calcium carbide, with
the formation of calcium cyanide and liberating acetylene.

According to the manufacturers, the product contains only such
impurities as are common to calcium carbide, together with the small
amount of polymer which is responsible for the light tan color of the
compound. It is in a very fine state of subdivision, passing freely
through a 300-mesh screen.
The product is extremely sensitive to moisture, being decomposed,

with the liberation of hydrocyanic-acid gas, as follows:

Ca(CN)2 2HCN+2HOH=4HCN + Ca(OH)2

The usual moisture in the air quickly sets up the above reaction upon
exposure, and a satisfactory liberation of HCN gas takes place when
the humidity is 25 per cent or even less.
The material used for these tests was packed for shipping in 1-

gallon tin buckets with friction tops. As a precaution against acci-
dental opening, the tops were spotted in place with solder.
Each bucket contained 4 pounds of a light tan powder of the

approximate consistency of the finest wheat flour. This powder is
so dry and finely divided that a dust cloud is formed by the slightest
agitation or draft. The odor of hydrocyame acid gas can be noted the
instant the powder is exposed to the air.

There is no appreciable change in the color or consistency of the
powder after prolonged exposure, nor can the amount of HCN evolved
be estimated by change in weight.
The manufacturers state that the cyanogen content ranges between

50 and 55 per cent, averaging about 53 per cent. In computing the
test "doses" it was assumed that one-half of the calcium cyanide, by
weight, was available HCN.

"Calcium cyanide" may be applied either in the form of a dust,
through being blown into the compartment to be fumigated, or by
being laid down in very thin layers. The most efficient action of the
product is promoted by "dusting," as a more general distribution is
secured and the HCN gas more promptly liberated. Satisfactorv gas
evolution is obtained, however, in layers up to one-sixteenth inch in
thickness, as slightly over 95 per cent of the HCN content is given
off in two hours when so distributed.
Owing to the fact that, roughly, 5 per cent of the HCN content

remains in the residue at the end of a two to four hour fui
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period, and, further, because the reaction is reversible and HCN is
taken up by the residue, it is essential that as much as possible of the
residue be removed at the end of fumigation. When the powder is
dusted into a compartment its subsequent removal is a practical
impossibility, and this method of "dosing" superstructure compart-
ments is further contraindicated, for the dust which settles on and
clings to everything exposed to it is disfiguring. This criticism would
not, of course, obtain when the powder is used in the hold of a vessel.
When the material is distributed in thin layers on sheets of paper, the
removal of the residue is easily accomplished.

LOCATION OF EXPERIMENTAL ROOMS

Satisfactory experimental rooms were available in a vacant building
on Hoffman Island, a part of the New York quarantine station.
Several rooms, averaging between 1,180 and 1,185 pubic fe.et capacity,
were selected and prepared for the tests by carefully sealing all
cracks and openings, no matter how small. As the walls, ceilings, and
floors of these rooms were covered with cement mortar and painted
over, there was little opportunity for leakage.

In order to test the diffusion of gases, two adjoining rooms were
connected by introducing a number of 2-inch metal pipes through the
partition wall. These pipes could be plugged gas-tight or opened as
desired, and the number and location of the pipes afforded a variety of
combinations to test gas circulation.

TEST ANIMALS

A large number of white rats which had been bred on Hoffman
Island were available as test animals. Adult white rats were used
in all tests both on the island and on shipboard.
No direct evidence was obtained as to the relative resistance or sus-

ceptibility of these animals to HCN gas as compared with wild rats;
but a considerable variation in resistence between these white rats
was noted when several animals were simultaneously exposed to the
same concentration of gas. For this reason two or more white rats
were used in all of the more delicate tests, such as when the effects of
greatly reduced doses were being studied.

PROGRAM OF PROPOSED EXPERIMENTAL WORK

(1) Diffusion of gas from one compartment to another of equal size
through relatively small orifices located at various levels.

(2) Retention of HCN gas in residues of certain -umigants.
(3) Reabsorption of HCN gas by residues of certain fumigants.
(4) Fumigating with reduced dosages of cyanogen products to

determine the minimum lethal rat dose and to compare the lethal
efficiency of the various preparations tested.
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(5) Absorption and holding of HCN gas by absorptive materials
exposed to fumigation.

(6) Penetration by gaseous fumigants of porous materials used
to protect test animals.

(7) Miscellaneous tests of cyanogen products to secure information
as to the properties, behavior, etc., of HCN gas.

(8) Fumigation of ships without cargo with various cyanogen
products controlled with test animals.

(1) DIFFUSION OF GAS WITHIN A SINGLE COMPARTMENT AND FROM ONE
COMPARTMENT TO ANOTHER OF EQUAL SIZE THROUGH RELATIVELY
SMALL ORIFICES

Adjoiniing rooms of 1,181 and 1,185 cubic feet air capacity, respec-
tively, were made to communicate through three short sections of
2-inch iron pipe which perforated the intervening partition wall at
equal intervals along the mid-perpendicular line from ceiling to floor.
An attempt was made to have these rooms thoroughly gas-tight by

plastering and pasting all openings in the walls, ceilings, and floors,
and by papering over windows and doors at the time of fumigation.
We proposed to determine the regular or average rate of diffusion
from one compartment to another through such orifices as above
described and to observe to what extent the passage of gas was
affected by changes in temperature, artificially operated air cur-
rents, etc.
Room temperatures could not be made to fluctuate during the

actual fumigation, but by utilizing steam heat and coal-oil stoves a
considerable difference in the temperature of the adjoining test rooms
was secured and maintained. Briefly, four temperature combina-
tions were tried: (1) Both rooms equally chilled (500 F. or lower);
(2) both rooms equally warmed (700 F. or higher); (3) room A (in
which total amount of gas for both rooms was introduced) chilled
while room B (contaiig test animals) was kept at least 20° F.
warmer; and (4) room A (gas room) warmed while room B (test
animals) was kept at least 20° F. colder.

Artificially induced air currents were supplied by a 10-inch electric
fan operated for one series of tests in room A (gas room) and for
another series of tests in room B (test animals).
For all tests the standard dosage of 2 ounces HCN per 1,000

cubic feet of space was used. In testing diffusion, sufficient gas
was introduced ox generated in room A to furnish an average of 2
ounces HCN per 1,000 cubic feet for both rooms A and B.

In all of these tests four test animals were placed in open-mesh
wire cages in room B, two at the ceiling and two at the floor level,
in opposite corners of the room, so as to afford the maximum distance
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from the gas intakes represented by the pipe orifices in the partition
wall.
Twenty separate experiments were conducted, in which the

several cyanogen products under consideration were used. Liquid
HCN (80 per cent) CNCl (20 per cent) mixture was used as the
standard of comparison.

Re6utts.-(1) With exposures of from four to seven hours not
enough gas passed from room A to room B through one, two, or three
2-inch pipes to affect the test animals when both rooms were other-
wise tightly sealed.

(2) When small openings were left around the window frames and
the wind blew directly against the windows, a lethal quantity of gas
passed from room A to room B within from one to four hours.

(3) No variation in the temperature secured between the two
rooms modified the passage of gas from room A to room B through
the 2-inch pipes when both rooms were otherwise tightly sealed.

(4) No observable effect was produced by the air currents set up
by a 10-inch electric fan running at ftul speed alterately in room A
and room B.
A visual check on the experiences noted in Nos. I to 4 above

was secured by burning double the standard amount of sulphur in
room A and watching for the passage of the smoke through the pipes
leading into room B. The first smoke seen came through the pipe
nearest the ceiling 18 minutes after the sulphur had been ignited.
No smoke was seen to pass through the middle and lower pipes.
At no time during the 5-hour experiment was there more than a
very faint cloud in room B, and at the end of the time none of the
test animals in room B showed any effect.

(5) Diffusion of gas withiii the room into which it was introduced
or generated indicated clearly that when no gross air currents were
present, HCN gas, whether alone or mixed with "tear gas," showed
a constant tendency to rise. Test animals exposed at the ceilings
were invariably killed before the animals placed directly beneath
them on the floor. This observation holds good only when the
rats on the floor were at least as far from the center of gas generation
as those at the ceiling level. In our experiments, liquid hydro-
cyanic acid (alone and mixed) was sprayed into the test rooms through
a prepared vent in the door which made the gas distribution more
or less central, while Zyklon-B was placed on the floor, as were the
buckets for generating HCN from sodium cyanide and acid.

Conduions.-Hydrocyanic acid gas shows little tendency to
flow or diffuse from one compartment to another through small
apertures when both compartments are otherwise tightly sealed.
The importance of this conclusion is apparent when- applied to con-
ditions ordinarily existing in holds and other parts of ships.
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It is a well-known fact that rats escape cyanide fumigation as
fumigation is usually done, and the reason for this becomes clear
when it is seen that a lethal quantity of the gas will not flow through
small openings into tightly closed sections not primarily exposed to
the gas. The practical proof of this was witnessed on shipboard
when test animals, concealed in the covered bilges, closed drawers,
and similarly tight compartments, were unaffected by standard
amounts of cyanide during the course of a two-hour fumigation.-
The movement of HCN gas from one room into the other through

small openings as a result of the action of extraneous air currents
was clearly demonstrated in those tests in which the communicating
compartments were not sealed equally tight and were subject to the
influence of natural ventilation. As the movement from room A
(gas room) to room B (test-animal room) occurred only when the
wind came directly at small outside openings and did not occur when
the air in the gas chamber was agitated by a fan inclosed in the
tightly sealed chamber, it appears that the diffusion or flow of gas
through small orifices (2-inch pipes) resulted from the movement of
the total volume of gas-air mixture in room A and the air in room B
rather than from localized movements in either or both rooms.

Observations on the behavior of gas within tightly sealed rooms
indicate clearly that the natural flow or diffusion of HCN and HCN
mixtures is primarily upward, which emphasizes the importance of
locating the center of gas generation at the lower rather than the
upper part of large compartments. Even if this were not invariably
true, it is olvious that the highest gas concentration in ship derati-
zation should be contrived and maintained at or near those points
where rats are most numerous and where rats have the greatest
opportunity for escape; i. e., the lower parts of the ship. This detail
will be further developed in the section relating to the generation
method.
The conclusions regarding hydrocyanic gas diffusion in usual fumi-

gation procedures may be briefly summed up by stating that no
ordinary concentration and no ordinary exposure time will insure the
infiltration of gas into so-called dead spaces commonly communi-
cating with compartments under gas through such small, openings
as are customarily used by rats. The opening up or complete elimi-
nation of such small contiguous spaces and the competent blocking
of such escape openings must therefore be considered as of equal, if
not greater, importance than the gas dosage, the exposure time, or
the kind of fumigant used. A vessel not thus properly prepared for
fumigation will more or less nullify the potential good effects of the
most careful gassing.
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(2) RETENTION OF HYDROCYANIC ACID GAS IN RESIDUES OF CERTAIN
FUMIGANTS

Residues remainig after fumigation by the generation method
and following the use of Zyklon-B and calcium cyanide were con-
sidered from the standpoint of residual or unexpended cyanogen
which might render dangerous subsequent human habitation of the
funmigated compartment.

(a) Generation method.-All residues of sodium cyanide and acid
mixtures are dangerous, as they contain varying amounts of HCN.
The mere removal of containers used in the generation of HCN and
the proper disposal of contents effects the necessary safeguard. The
residual or unexpended HCN in such residues often comes off
freely when the residue is agitated, as during careless removal, but
otherwise is given off slowly.

(b) Zyklon-B.-A negligible quantity of HCN remains in the diat-
omite residue at the end of two to four hour exposure, even when
the material is spread in very thin layers. By concentrating rela-
tively large amounts of residue into small, tight containers, test
animals were rarely killed by exposures varying from 4 to 12 hours.
(See PUB1LIC HEALTH REPORTS, vol. 42, No. 50 (December 16, 1927),
p. 3071.)

(c) Calcium cyanide.-Tables prepared by the manufacturers of
calcium cyanide show that the major portion of the HCN content of
this product is given off rapidly, but that the rate of evolution is
modified by the thickness of the layer in which the material is dis-
tributed. Under optimum conditions, with layers only one-sixteenth
inch in thickness, 79.2 per cent of HCN is given off in 1 hour, 95.7
per cent in 2 hours, 95.9 per cent in 4 hours, 96.9 per cent in 8 hours,
and 97.5 per cent in 24 hours. It will be seen that 3 or 4 per cent of
available HCN (one-half of material by weight) remains after a
period much greater than any afforded under practical conditions in
ship fumigation. These figures serve to conifirm preliminary experi-
mental findings which showed the lethal effects of this residue before
the exact figures were available, in which relatively large amounts
of residue exhausted for 35 hours and concentrated in sml,
tight containers, killed test animals in from 30 minutes to 1 hour.

(3) REABSORPTION OF HYDROCYANIC-ACID GAS BY RESIDUES

Residues of Zyklon-B and of calcium cyanide were tested to
determine whether or not they were inert in the presence of hydro-
cyanic acid gas. Quantities of these products sufficient to fumigate
rooms of 1,000 cubic feet capacity were exposed until all HCN had
been exhausted. The residues were then exposed to standard does
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of HCN (gas from the liquid HCN-CNCO mixture) for two hours.
The residues were then separately concentrated into small, tight
containers and test animals directly exposed. The animals exposed
to the Zyklon-B residue survived all exposures, while the calcium-
cyanide residue killed test animals in 30 minutes.

This result indicates that the reaction of calcium cyanide in
giving off HCN in the presence of atmospheric moisture is reversible
to the extent that the residue will take up HCN when the atmospheric
content of HCN exceeds that of the residue.

Conclusions.-The results outlined in the last two sections above
indicate clearly that, while the residues from both Zyklon-B and
especially from calcium cyanide should be removed carefully following
fumigation, the residue of Zyklon-B is apparently much less dangerous
than that of calcium cyanide.
Of additional importance is the time saved in "clearing" the

vessel of gas when the residue is removed soon after opening up
following fumigation. . There is an apparent persistence of tear effect
in Zyklon-B residue which can be accounted for only by the fact
that the irritating gases are more slowly released from the diatomite
than are the hydrocyanic acid c*omponent.

(4) TESTING THE -LETHAL EFFECT OF REDUCED DOSES OF CYANOGEN
PRODUCTS AS THE BEST MEANS OF COMPARING EFFICIENCY

The most interesting and perhaps the most fruitful tests performed
in our series of tests with cyanide products were those underta.ken
with reduced doses or fractional parts of the standard dose of 2 ounces
per 1,000 cubic feet.

It is obvious that when a concentration of 2 ounces of HCN per
1,000 cubic feet is provided, a substantial overdose is insured. The
question is not whether 2 ounces of HCN per 1,000 cubic feet will
kill, but whether with the materials in the proportions used, the desired
dose of cyanogen is made available in the compartment under
fumigation.

In all of our tests, liquid hydrocyanic acid (96 to 98 per cent) was
used as the standard of comparison. This eliminated the constant
variability of the generation method and the uncertainty associated
with the use of two comparatively new fumigants-Zyklon-B and
calcium cyanide. Once the average working dose, the minimum
lethal dose, and the threshold dose of liquid HCN were determined
with reasonable certainty, the other cyanogen products were measured
by this standard.

It was at once apparent that, if usual doses of the products to be
tested were used, no real comparison of their performance would be
afforded. Under all ordinary circumstances all test animals would
be killed, the only variation being in the time required to kiU. In
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view of the known difference in the resistance of rats to HCN gas,
the time required to kill is of uncertain value unless several other factors
are considered.
Before testing the action of reduced doses of cyanide, all test rooms

were carefully sealed. Accepting 2 ounces of HCN per 1,000 cubic
feet as the standard, fractional parts of this dose were uised. Test
animals were carefully selected as to size, and two animals were used
in each test, one being placed at the ceiling and one at the floor level.
It is interesting to note that, in these experiments, the animals at
the higher level were always affected before those on the floor, which
further indicates the natural tendency for HCN gas to rise.

Fifty-five separate fumigations were done, using the liquid HCN-
CNCI mixture, liquid HCN alone, calcium cyanide, HCN-CNCI
mixture generated, and HCN generated. As the smallest amount of
Zyklon B available represented 20 grams of HCN, less than one-
third of the standard dose per 1,000 cubic feet, it could not be used
in certain tests. It is significant to note, however, that in all con-
centrations from double the standard dose down to a one-third dose,
Zyklon-B gave results exactly comparable with liquid hydrocyanic
acid (96 to 98 per cent).

Allowing for the variation in resistance in test animals, the average
killing time for fractional doses when using liquid hydrocyanic acid,
mixed and alone, may be accepted as follows:

One-eighth dose, or one-fourth ounce per 1,000 cubic feet, 15 to 20 minutes.
One-tenth dose, or one-fifth ounce per 1,000 culbic feet, 20 to 25 nutes.
One-twelfth dose, or one-sixth ounce per 1,000 cubic feet, 30 to 45 minutes.
One-sixteenth dose, or one-eighth ounce per 1,000 cubic feet, 60 to 180 minutes.
One-twentieth dose, or one-tench ounce per 1,000 cubic feet, overnight.
Animals withstood smaller doses for as long as 36 hours without ill effect.

In doses between one-twelfth and one-twentieth of the standard
2 ounces per 1,000 cubic feet, liquid hydrocyanic acid is slightly more
lethal than the liquid HCN-CNCO mixture. For all practical pur-
poses, however, there is no choice between the two preparations.
From the above experience we feel justified in concluding that

much less than the present standard dose of liquid hydrocyanic acid
will serve to kill rats directly exposed to its fumes, and that a con-
centration as low as one-tenth ounce of HCN per 1,000 cubic feet
must be considered as dangerous to human beings exposed over a
long period of time. It is logical, therefore, to assume that a reduc-
tion in the amount of gas customarily used to fumigate living and
sleeping quarters (superstructure) would effectually advance the
safety of persons subsequently occupying them without materially
interfering with a satisfactory deratization. Our experiences indicate
clearly that rats which are well enough protected in living quarters
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to escape a dose of 1 ounce of HCN per 1,000 cubic feet will also
survive a 2-hour exposure to the standard dose.

In the light of our findings with reduced doses it is obvious that the
same results as those obtained with liquid hydrocyanic acid may not
be expected from the generation method. This is particularly true
as regards the HCN-CNCI mixture.
Making due allowance for the loss of time in generation, one is

forced to the conclusion that much less than the theoretically obtain-
able amount of HCN is actually delivered in the course of the average
fumigation. Our tests indicate that the generation method for the
production of HCN is much more effective than the same procedure
for the generation of the HCN-CNCImixture. This is to be expected
in view of the fact that 1 ounce, or 20 per cent less, of sodium cyanide
per 1,000 cubic feet, is used in the production of the mixed gas, and
in addition some of the CN liberated from the sodium cyanide is
utilized in the formiation of the irritating gas, CNCL. The more
rapid evolution of HCN from sodium cyanide and sulphuric acid also
plays a part, as maximum gas concentration is more rapidly reached.
This is of importance when it is appreciated that a very brief exposure
to a high concentration is more uniformly fatal than prolonged
exposure to doses approaching the threshold concentration.' It is
desired at this point to emphasize the extreme importance of the
length of exposure under circumstances where diffusion or circulation
of gas is rendered difficult. This consideration is separate and dis-
tinct from the proposition of reduced dosage which, for the purposes
of this discussion, is applicable only to the results to be expected
when animals are exposed immediately and directly to the gas.
Based on the results of tests of reduced doses of HCN, the conclu-

sion is reached that the relative lethal efficiency of the several products
and methods under consideration warrants their listing in the follow-
ing order:

(i) Liquid hydrocyanic acid (96-98 per cent).
(ii) Liquid hydrocyanic acid-cyanogen chloride mixture.
(iii) Zyklon-B (10 per cent irritating gases). Equal to the liquid HCN-CNCI

mixture and compares favorably with straight liquid HCN.
(iv) Hydrocyanic acid gas generated by mixing sodium cyanide with sulphuric

acid and water.
(v) Hydrocyanic acid-cyanogen chloride mixture generated by mixing sodium

cyanide, sodium chlorate, hydrochloric acid, and water.
(vi) Calcium cyanide (5-55 per cent HCN).

It must be understood that the above arrangement is arrived at by
considering lethal efficiency alone. In the proper place a final com-
parison will be made, in which other factors affecting the value of a
fumigant will be considered.
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( ABORPTION ANI) HOLDING OF HYDROCYANIC ACID GAS BY ABSORP-
TIVE MATERIALS EXPOSED TO FUMIGATION

The absorption and subsequent holding of hydrocyanic acid (gas)
by permeable materials, such as bedding, clothing, floor coverings,
sacking, and baled goods exposed to fumigation, is of more than
ordinary interest on two accounts: First, the presence of considerable
amounts of such material lengthens the tiine required to clear a. given
compartment of gas and, consequently, increases the time required for
completion of fumigation; second, the retention of minute quantities
of HCN in such materials as are always found in sleeping quarters
represents a distinct hazard for persons who, without assuming all
necessary precautions, subsequently occupy the quarters.

Conclusions.-The conclusions drawn from our experimental work
along this line are as follows:

(i) Owing to the ready solubility of HCN in water, moist materials
take up more HCN than dry materials. Materials dry to the touch,
however, will take up a lethal quantity of HRN, and for purposes of
safety no distinction should be drawn on the basis of supposed
moisture content.

(ii) Hydrocyanic acid taken up by moist or wet materials will be
held longer and given off more slowly than is the case with dry
materials.

(iii) The quantity of absorptive materials exposed is apparently of
greater importance than the concentration of gas used.

(iv) When the hydrocyanic acid-cyanogen chloride mixtures are
used, the presence of moist materiats or of actual collections of water
in the fumigated compartment or in the bilges of a vessel, gives rise to
a persistence of HCN after all "tear effect" has disappeared. This
is more nearly constant for liquid HCN-CNCI mixtures and for
sodium cyanide-sodium chlorate-acid mixtures than Zyklon-B
(10 per cent irritator content), as in the instance of the latter the
character of the irritating gases makes for persistence of the "tear
effect." (See PUBLIC HEALTH REPORTS, vol. 38, No. 27 (July 6,
1923), p. 1532.)

(v) When using liquid hydrocyanic acid it is of the greatest impor-
tance to avoid spraying or pouring the acid directly on bedding,
permeable floor coverings, or clothing. The danger is greatly in-
creased if the materials are moist.

(ui) Proper aeration and drying of absorptive materials exposed to
cyanide fumigation in sleeping quarters is of vital importance. In
most instances this can be accomplished by exposure of from one to
two hours in the open air. The process is expedited by beating and
shaking the materials, or exposure to the warmth of the sunlight.

(vii) In view of the customary carelessness and disregard for these
precautions by crews, and on account of the inclement weather which
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frequently occurs during and after fumigation, it would obviously be
much safer if all bedding, floor mats, etc., were removed from sleeping
compartments prior to fumigation. This is particularly true of crew's
quarters, which, owing to location, are frequently poorly ventilated
and damp.

(viii) The reduction of dosage for fumigation of sleeping quarters is
worthy of serious consideration, as rats are killed with muc.h less than
the standard dose (2 ounces HCN per 1,000 cubic feet) of gas, and the
hazard to human life diminishes with the amount of hydrocyanic
acid introduced.

(6) PENETRATION OF PERMEABLE MATERIALS SERVING TO PROTECT
RATS

It is our belief, based on numerous experiments, that rats which
escape fumigation do so either because at the time gas is introduced
they are safely ensconsed in .the gas-free atmosphere of a "dead"
space,, or, through minor structural defects, they get away from t.he
gas into otherwise well-closed spaces not directly affected by fumiga-
tion. It is in such spaces that ship's rats naturally harbor, and it
is to such places that they instinctively turn when menaced by the
introduction of gas or disturbed by the preparations incident to the
proposed fumigation.
To a much lesser extent do rats find protection in cargo and the

dunnage customarily found in ship's holds and compartments. Both
the quantity and kind of cargo must be considered, however, and the
quantity and arrangement of dunnage require attention if the vessel
is to be properly prepared. The mere presence or absence of cargo
and dunnage does not, in the final analysis, determine the efficacy
of fumigation, but rather the quantity of material and its disposition,
as hydrocyanic acid gas will penetrate either bagged or loosely boxed
parcels if the gas is permitted to surround the container.

In testing penetration various materials with various sized per-
foration were used to "protect" the test animals. Included in the
list are wooden boxes made gas-tight except for a predetermined num-
ber of quarter-inch holes, gas-tight containers in which the a als
were protected by layers of gunny sacking varying in number from
10 to 80, blankets, rolls of matting, mattresses, and heavy paper
sacks. Not only did these devices serve to check the penetrating
power of measured concentrations of HCN, but they permitted a
rigorous comparison of the fumigations afforded by the several cyano-
gen preparations under consideration.

Details of penetration tests.-(i) Boxes: A number of tightly
jointed wooden boxes, with gas-tight doors for admitting test animals,
were used. A series of such boxes was prepared by boring from
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none to four quarter-inch holes through one end. Adult white rats
were plaoed in the boxes and exposed to fumigation with 2 ounces
of HCN per 1,000 cubic feet. A 2-hour fumigation with liquid HCN-
CNCI mixture, Zyklon-B, generation method, and calcium cyanide
invariably killed all rats in boxes with two or more holes, whereas all
rats in boxes with no holes were spared.

(ii) Gunny sacking: Test animals in open-mesh wire cages were
placed in gas-tight buckets of about one-half cubic foot capacity.
The tops of these buckets were covered with pads of new gunny sack-
ing varying from 10 layers to 80 layers in thickness. These pads were
so affixed that it was necessary for the gas to go through the sacking
to get to the anirnal in the bucket. In one series of tests the pads of
sacking were used dry and in another wet.
When dry sacking was used, test animals were-invariably killed

through 70 layers. Eighty layers always protected.
When qet sacking was used, test animials were invariably protected

by 40 layers. Wet sacks were- prepared by saturating them in water,
wringing them as dry as possible, and then hanging them in the air
for one hour, by which time their moisture content seemed uniform.

(im) Paper sacks: 8, 10, and 12 pound sacks of kraft paper were
used. By slipping one sack inside another, from one to four layers
of sacking were secured, and after the rats had been introduced
into the bags, the open ends were tightly pasted up.
When using 2 ounces of liquid HCN-CNCI mixture per 1,000 cubic

feet, test animals were killed by a 2-hour exposure when sealed up in
four sacks.
Rats protected by from 16 to 20 layers of blankets, and others

rolled in matting or hidden in piles of loose sacking were invariably
killed by the standard dose and exposure.
The use of artificial protection afforded a definite comparison of

the lethal efficiency of the cyanogen products tested.
The liquid hydrocyanic acid-cyanogen chloride mixture (80-20

per cent) gave a slightly higher percentage of kills than Zyklon-B,
but both are more lethal than calcium cyanide and the sodium
cyanide-sodium chlorate-mineral acid mixture. It is apparent that
the superiority of the liquid gas and Zyklon-B rests on the higher
proportion of HCN gas evolved within the permissible fumigation
time, and the additional fact that a higher gas concentration is reached
more promptly. With accurately proportioned doses, calcium cyanide
will furnish as much HCN per 1,000 cubic feet, but the masimuim
gas concentration is reached more slowly. The generation method
is not only the slowest of the four, but actually much less HCN in
gas form is produced, muchlICN remaining i solution or unexpended.

=120-28& 2
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(7) MISCELLANEOUS TESTS TO SECURE ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OF
PROPERTIES AND BEHAVIOR OF CYANOGAN rUMIGANTS

KYLON-E

(A) Gas leakage from small openings in containers.-A Zyklon-B
can containing 20 grams of HCN (approximately five-eighths the
standard dose) was inclosed with test animals in a tightly sealed
room. Five punctures were made in one end of the can with an
8-penny nail. The gas leakage from these holes was insufficient to
affect test animals in three hours.
To check the potency of the contents this can was then opened

in a gas-free room and the Zyklon-B spread in a thin layer on the
floor. Exposed test animals were killed in 10 minutes.

(B) Evolution of gas from Zyklon-B.-To test the evolution of gas
from Zyklon-B three sets of conditions were arranged: (1) Material
spread in thin layers; (2) contents of can poured into one small com-
pact pile; (3) can thoroughly opened, but material left in. Three
rooms were used.

(1) Material spread in thin layers: Can of Zyklon-B containing 20
grams HCN was opened and contents were spread on the floor in
thinnest possible layer. Exposed test animals were killed in nine
mninutes. Residue was then collected and placed in small gas-tight
container with rat. Animal was unaffected after one hour, residue
showing almost complete efxhaustion of gas.

(2) Material spread in thick layer: Can of Zyklon-B containing
20 grams of HCN was opened and contents were carefully dumped
so as to form pile of least circumference. Exposed test animals were
killed in 23 minutes. Residue was then collected and placed in small
gas-tight container with rat. Animal killed in I-hour exposure.

(3) Can, opened but contents left in: Can of Zyklon-B containing
20 grams HCN opened by cutting away the entire end. Contents
of can were not disturbed. Exposed test animals were killed in 39
minutes. Contents of can were then poured into a small gas-tight
container with rat. Animal was killed in two minutes.

(C) Resistance of Zyklon-B containers to hard usage.-Cans of
Zyklon-B containing 20 grams and 100 grams of HCN and weighing
(gross) approximately 200 grams and 400 grams, respectively, .were
dropped from a 45-foot tower to concrete pavement and thrown by a
man with full force against solid brick walls without causing leakage.
Test for leakage was made by placing these cans together with test
animals in small gas-tight containers. The animals were unaffected
after three hours' exposure.

(D) Increase of pressure within Zyklon-B containers.-Some pressure
was exerted within in about one-half of the cans of Zyklon-B handIed
in all sizes from 20 to 1,200 grams HON, as indcited'by bulging
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ends. A number of cans with unbulged ends were heated by direct
exposure to sunlight on the steel deck of a vessel. With the in-
crease in pressure due to temperature, the ends of these cans
bulged with loud popping noises, but no leakage occurred.
The tests outlined above (A)-(D), indicate the safety .with which

Zyklon-B can be handled. No apprehension need be felt when trans-
porting it through crowded streets, as, even if the transporting
vehicles were wrecked, the small, strong containers would hardly be
opened up; and if they were the relatively slow escape of gas into the
open air would be without danger to the public.

(E) Peristence of "tear effect" uith Zyklon-B.-Repeated observa-
tions and experiments indicate definitely that the "tear effect" pro-
duced by the irritating gases indluded with HCN in Zyklon-B is
always effective as long as a dangerous quantity qF HCN is present
in the fumigated compartment. When large amounts of the material
are used, as in holds, the "tear effect" persists for some time after
the HCN has disappeared. This conclusion is based on combined
human and rat tests wherein the test animal is lowered into the hold
at the same time the officer goes below.
The claim of the manufacturers in this connection seems to be

sufficiently substantiated: "The tear gas contained in Zyklon-B is
intended only as a rear guard, and not as an advance guard; it being
so much heavier than HCN, its rate of diffusion is much slower.
Its useful function is as a warning when airing fumigated compart-
ments, as during the period of fumigation it has time to develop fully,
and remains irritant for some time after all traces of HCN have
disappeared."
Our experience with the mixtures secured for test assures us that

from 4 to 6 per cent of irritating gas affords ample protection. The
mixture containing 10 per cent of irritating gas so prolongs the
clearing of the larger compartments as to-necessitate the holding of a
vessel much loger than demanded by safety.

It is well here to insert a comparison with the cyanogen chloride
mixture (HCN-CNCO) and to discuss the general proposition of
protective gases. The writers are firmly of the belief that, when
used in connection with liquid HCN, none of the irritating gases
exert a dependable pre-wurning effect. In the slower gas evoluition
of the generation method, time is sometimes given for escape, but
this may not be relied upon. Cyanogen chloride does serve an irmipor-
tant function during the process of active fumigation, as e-ven tne
unitiated would not get far into a compartment filled with the
HCN-ONCL mixture. It is our opinion, however, that, with, the
present fumigating routine, the most dangerous phase of the opera-
tion isjaft' the vssel has been opened sip. The ideal warning
is one whlch4i deter both fumigators and o6ther persons from
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entering a gassed compartment until all traces, of HCN have
disappeared.

While thoroughly appreciating the theoretical integrity of the
HCN-CNCI mixture, we have been forced to the conclusion that,
in certain comparatively rare instances, considerable amounts ofHCN
did remain in moist, poorly ventilated holds after all tear effect had
disappeared. This was confirmed experimentally by fumigating
compartments in which were placed quantities of moist materials
and subsequently testing for tear effect and retained HCN. On
numerous occasions, not only was the presence of HCN easily de-
tected by odor and taste, but test animals have been killed by direct
exposure to the fumigated materials long after all traces of tear
effect had disappeared. It was further observed that dry materials
retained lethal quantities of HCN after the tear gas had been
dissipated.
We feel that we can not too urgently stress the importance of not

placing too much reliance on " tear effect." When using HCN alone,
an experienced cyanide fumigator can, with the aid of test animals,
declare a vessel safe for human occupancy with every assurance that
no trouble will follow. On the other hand, no fumigator, regardless
of his experience, is warranted in declaring a vessel safe merely be-
cause his eyes did not water when he inspected the sleeping quarters
and holds. This applies particularly to the HCN-CNC mixture;
but even when using Zyklon-B the testimony of one's senses should
be supplemented by exposing test animals at the danger points.

(8) SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS OF THE USEFULNESS AND ADAPTABILITY

OF VARIOUS CYANIDE PRODUCTS AND VARIOUS METHODS OF FUMI-

GATION

Liquid hydrocyanic acid, alme and mixed.-Considered only as a
lethal agent, liquid hydrocranic acid is the fumigant of choice. When
public safety and ease of handling are likewise considered, it is not
better than, if as good as, Zyklon-B. After all mechanical and other
preparations are made and liquid HCN is placed on board in suitable
applicators, one finds that fumigation has been simplified to the ut-
most degree. To gas a hold containing 120,000 cubic feet of air space
one opens a valve, and when the indicator on a hand scale shows that
15 pounds of the material have entered the hold the valve is closed.
Fifteen minutes wil suffice to gas a cargo vessel of from 3,000 to 5,000
tons capacity. The dosing of superstructure, however, comprising
some large and numerous small compartments, develops one of the
major problems incident to the use of liquid HCN. As yet, no instru-
ment has been devised which will rapidly and accurately deliver small
doses of the gas; and until the cyanide fumigator in given an accurate
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dosing machine, the fumigation of quarters will be a matter of guess-
work.

In the light of our expenences, the tendency to overdose small
compartments is constant. The danger of this practice is obvious,
and in the absence of the suggested mechanical equipment can be
counteracted only by deliberate underdosing. This perplexity is
entirely overcome through the use of Zyklon-B with accurately meas-
ured doses of from 20 grams to 100 grams HCN always at hand.

Considerable mechanical equipment is required for handling liquid
hydrocyanic acid. It is transported by truck from the manufacturer
to the station using it, in large (75 pound) I. C. C. cylinders. The
application of air pressure is required to pipe the liquid from 'these
tanks to smaller (10 and 15 pound) cylinders used as applicators.
These in turn have to be "pumped up" to a presure sufficient to
expel the liquid gas in the form of a fine spray. Numerous mechan-
ical and chemical problems were met in connection with the applica-
tors. These were successfully overcome, as regards administering
large doses for hold fumigation, by the manufacturers of liquid cya-
nide, and the personnel of the New York quarantine station prior to
the beginning of the studies dealt with in this report.
The explosive instability of liquid hydrocyanic acid has been

recognized-for many years. In addition to the explosion of gaseous
mixtures of HCN and air, it is known that liquid hydrocyanic acid
undergoes violent decomposition produced entirely by exothermic
reactions occurring in the liquid in a closed oontainer. The nature
and mechanism of the exothermic polymerization and decomposition
of liquid hydrocyanic acid has been carefully studied by the research
chemists of one of the largest American chemical corporations, and
the findings of these experts were such as to give rise to the following
statement from the manufacturers: "This investigation and others
made by the same company led to the conclusion that not enough is
known about ways and means of stabilizing liquid hydrocyanic acid
to warrant its shipment by common carrier. The Chemical
Company will continue indefinitely its present policy of shipping
liquid hydrocyanic acid only under such conditions that its employed
representatives may supervise and be entirely responsible for the
product until it passes into the care of the ultimate 'consumer or of
some equally responsible party." It is significant of the high character
of the organization concerned that, at the time the above determina-
tion was expressed, the shipment of liquid hydrocyanic acid by
common carrier was permitted under the regulations of the Interstate
CoMmerce Commissidn.
FromBtbe'standpoint of station fumigation, 'such findino-regarding

liquid HCN sharply define the responsibility accepted in storing atid
transporting the material.
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Considered on a cost basis, liquid HCO i one of the leat expensive
of fumigants. The purchase price of the material is relatively low,
there is no waste, the amount of cyanogen paid for is actually delivered
into the compartment to be fumigated, and about one-hlf the per-
sonnel required for a generation method of cyaniding is needed. If
the material were absolutely stable, and an easily portable and accu-
rate devie were available for delivering small doses, liquid hydro-
cyanic acid would be the ideal fumigant.
Zyklon-B.-AII of the objctions to liquid HCN are met and over-

come with Zyklon-B. At the present time Zyklon-B is manu-
factured only in Germany, but the price per pound of HCN content
is the same as that of the liquid HCN manufactured in the United
States.
Compared on Ake basis of weight and bulk of materials required for

fumigation, Zyklon-B runs a close second to liquid HCN. Prepared
for fmation, the liquid HCN applicators represent twice the weight
of available HCN. The average package of Zyklon-B represents
three times the weight of contained HCN. This is equivalent to
saying that for a 3,000-ton ship, 75 pounds gross weight is carried for
liquid cyanide fumigation and 114 pounds for Zyklon-B fumigation.
The difference in weight is offset by the fact that when using Zyklon-B,
empty cans and residue are thrown away so that there is no load on
the return trip. As only four men are required for a liquid cyanide
or Zyklon-B fumigation of a cargo vessel up to 5,000 net tons, the
personnel cost is the same. All things being equal, the transportation
costs of handling liquid cyanide and Zyklon-B would be about equal;
but the complete safety with which Zyklon-B can be handled permits
the use of much simpler and less expensive transport.
There is every ssurance that Zyklon-B will be manufactured in

the United States at an early date; and it is reasonable to assume
that the cost of the product can be greatly reduced by local manu-
facture.

Generation method.-Results secured experimentaly and on a large
scale lead us to the conclusion that HCN generated by the barrel
method is relatively much more efficient than the HON-CNCI mix-
ture similarly generated. So far as can be determined, this is due to
the fact that the standard formula for the mixed HCN-CNCI gas
produces less HCN than does HCN alone. Twenty per cent less
sodium cyanide is used per 1,000 cubic feet, and the production of
cyanogen chloride naturally utilizes some of the available cyanogen.
In view of the fact that; the "tear effect" of cyanogen chloride does
not persist any longer than, if as long as, the HCN, even in proper-
tions from 20 to 40 per cent, it is believed that it usefulneas a
w g gas is thereby seiusly vitiated.
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We are firmly of the opinion that the generation method for the
production of hydrocyanic acid gas for ship fumigation can not be
justified in comparison with the liquid gas method and Zyklon-B
method, when the items of cost, handling, and transportation are
considered.
The excessive quantity and weight of equipment in the generation

method necessitates the use of large trucks for transportation and a
larger personnel than either of the other methods. Having arrived
at the vessel to be fumigated, approx'imately four times the amount
of time is required to get the ship under gas; and when the fumigation
is completed, an equal length of time is required to remove barrels,
buckets, etc., and to prepare them for return to the station. This
loss of time not only affects the fumigating squads, which are fre-
quently needed for other ships, but the vessels as well; and it is the
loss of ship time after all that is of the most serious moment.
The least expensive item of generated HCN fumigation is that

for the chemicals used. It is self-evident, however, that if such use
of material is not uniformly productive of the results desired, i. e., a
maximum rat kill, waste ensues which inevitably adds to cost, even
though it is not immediately apparent.
An item of constant and increasing expense is that for barrels and

buckets, which quickly break down under wear and tear and exposure
to the diluted acid. The cost of heavy truck transportation plus
depreciation adds to the steadily mounting expense, exclusive of the
greater personnel required.

Calcium cyanide.-As has been previously stated, calcium cya-
nide compares favorably with both liquid HCN and Zyklon-B in
killing efficiency when HCN content is used as the basis of compari-
son. It is most effective when applied in the form of a dust; but
when applied in layers the rapidity of the evolution of HCN is,
within limits, proportional to the thickness of the layers. For all
practical purposes, calcium cyanide can not be dusted into vessels,
as the residue is objectional, and unless laid down on sheets of paper
or otherwise so that it can be completely removed, its use must be
criticized not only on grounds of cleanliness, but because a variable
proportion of its HCN content is retained for periods greatly in excess
of the time permitted in routine ship fumigation.
Inasmuch as only one-half the volume of calcium cyanide, by

weight, is HCN, its present price of $1 per pound gross weight is
excessively costly. We understand that reductions in cost up to
15 per cent are made on large quantities, but even so the cost of HCN
contentr wiRl then be about $1.70 per pound as compared with $0.90 to
$1 for liquid HCN and Zyklon-B.
In this connection, we wish to state that-none of our experimental

work substantiated the claim of the manufacturers of calcium cyanide
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that in lethal efficiency, it was the &jm alent of liquideyankide
pound for pound."
If the pomits of objection raised were of no moment, a competent

fumigation with calcium cyamide would be acceptable, but as the
material has no qualities superior to the other cyanogen products
tested, we do not rcommend it for prior consideration at this time.
GENERAL ASPECTS OF FUMIGATION WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO
THE APPLICABILITY OF CYANIDE FUMIGANTS AT VARIOUS QUARAN-
TINE STATIONS OF THE SERVICE

A sincere effort has been made to view the question of cyanide
fumigation from the angle of the small and sometimes isolated
quarantine station with limited personnel and equipment. While
we have dealt only with, 1yanogen products, we have not lost sight of
the fact that some such stations are not yet, and may not for a long
tune be, ready for this type of fumigation. We believe,1however,
.that if ship fumigation is ever to reach the plane of a scientifically
controlled procedure, some radical changes will have to be made, and
these involve the seleetion and development of a highly lethal agent
which can be handled with comparative safety under all circumstances.

If managed with due care and proper respect, hydrocyanic acid is
the best of all fumigants for rodents. Careless use of it will be
attended by human fatalities, but it will lill rats under eonditions
that the use of sulphur can not meet; and it is obvious that if fumiga-
tion does not kill rats, time and money are wasted.

It is apparent that the present-day routine fumigation does not
kill all of the rats in a vessel even when cyanide is used. This is
hardly a crticism of HCN as a lethal agent (as it has been shown
that even one-fifteenth of -the standard dose is uniformly fatal to
exposed rats), but points rather to the fact that usual procedure,
method of. application, and other factors on board the ship operate
agains.t complete success.

It is certain that, if the concentration of gas theoretically obtained
by introducing a predetermined number of pounds or ounces of HCN
reaches the rats on board a vessel, the rats will be killed. It is no
less certain that, if the animnals survive, the eipected concentration
and the rat did not meet. Proper preparation of a vessel for fumi-
gation (and this includes the fulfillment of certain structural require-
ments from the time the keel is laid) is absolutely essential if gaseous
fumigation is ever to become a more exact rat,-eradicative measure.
So long as there are coutiguous dead air spaces or pockets into which
rats may escape, only partial results 'will be secured. No. gas, no
matter how lethal nor in what concentration used, can be ewpeetd
to comparatively long and tortuous rat zu Inwr..to pass
throigh small otpenngs into practically dead air spaces by ioz
within the tiwo hours usually alotted -for fumigation,
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Successful fumigation also depends largely on proper location and
distribution of the gas generation centers. To insure maximum
efficieney the gas should be introduced as near as possible to rat.
harboring places,- and several well distributed small "shots" in a
large compartment are far more efficacious than one big one. When
using the- generation method, containers should be placed on the
floor of the lower hold and on the "between decks" and not swung
from the hatch coamings as has been suggested and advocated
heretofore.
To kill rats is the prime object of ship fumigation. To accomplish

this purpose in the interest of the public welfare, the most thorough
and painstaking measures are warranted. If, however, it could be
known that there were very few or no rats on board a vessel, the
fuwigation of the vessel would be unjustifiable. It is believed that
it. is usually possible to determine by competent inspection whether
or not a significant number of rats infest a vessel at a given time.
It seems evident that further experimentation along this line will be
productive of fruitful results as the cooperation and support of ship-
ping interests can be counted on for the furtherance of a plan which
would promise definite relief from unnecessary delay and expense.
With inspection as the basis for deteing the fumigation status
of a vesel, only such vessels as showed evidence of rats would be
fumigated, and these would be handled in a thoroughly competent
manner. After adequate preparation, repeated protracted fumiga-
tions would be undertaken for the purpose of ridding the vessel of
rats. These vessels would not be fumigated again until evidence of
rats showed renewed infestation. Shipping companies could be de-
pended on to prosecute active rat trapping, rat-proorfing, and other
eradicative measures as the best means of deferring fumigation. The
fact must not be lost sight of that it is the presence of rats on board
and not merely the plague status of ports of departure, nor the inter-
val since the last fumigation, which defines the potential infectious-
ness of a vessel.

Liquid cyanide can be used only at certain of the larger quarantine
stations having trained personnel and adequate mechanical facilities.
Supplies of liquid gas must also be procurable from nearby depots
and "dservice stations," for such equipment must be readily available.
At stations where liquid cyanide is used, supplies of Zyklon-B should
be maintained for the fumigation of superstructure compartments,
where the demand for accurate small doses of HCN is constant.
The combination of liquid cyanide for the holds and Zyklon-B for
the sleepmig quarters and deck compartments is almost ideal.
Zyklon-B will meet every requirement of the smaller stations. It

is compactf and easily stored. The package withstands rough han-
dling amid lss idefiitely or until pun red. COnyenient doses of
HCN are provitldi and dosing with the nateriiel is- pricticafi3
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"foolproof." Because of the granular contency and the free-
running quality of the material, highly satisfaetory gas distribution
is accomplished without effort. Three men can fumigate a 3,000-
or 4,000-ton empty cargo vessel in less time than can six men using
the generation method. When fumigation is completed, empty cans
and residue are thrown overboard, so there is no return load.
For stations not yet ready to relinquish sulphur as a fumigant, a

useful combination will be found in sulphur for the holds and Zyklon-B
in all upper deck compartments where the destructive effects of sul-
phur are objectionable. Such stations should be encouraged in the
use of cyanide, however, as a sulphur fumigation is time consuming
and, exce.pt in the instance of unusually well-prepared vessels, does
not compare with cyanide.
Hydrocyanid acid gas does not affect metals, fabrics, or foodstuffs.

Its relatively high rate of solubility in water, however, indicates the
advisability of pouring out all drinking water and other bevera,es
directly exposed to the gas during fumigation, and the prompt pump-
ing out of bilges following fumigation.

All persons directly engaged in cyanide fumigation should- be
equipped with an efficient anticyanide gas mask and compelled to
wear it both while dosing and opening up compartments. In entering
holds to test gas, the mask should be carried in such a position that it
can be instantly applied. If gas is encountered in a hold, panic should
be avoided. Apply the mask and walk to the well-ventilated area
immediately beneath the hatch opening. Do not attempt to climb
the hold ladders immediately, but wait until the head is clear, the
heart beat steady and slow, and the knees are strong. When leaving
the hold, climb slowly.
The subject of ship fumigation is one of the greatest sanitary impor-

tance. Until a more efficient method for the eradication of poten-
tially plague-infected rats is devised and its specificity proved beyond
any reasonable doubt, fumigation will stand as the procedure of
choice. It will repay all who are concerned to study the subject care-
fully to the end that the manner of its performanee and the measures
used are made more efficient.
The lessons learned in the course of the experimental work covered

in this report point insistently to one conclusion: FUMIGATE
FEWER SHIPS BETTER.

COURT DECISION RELATING TO PUBLIC HEALTH
Occupational disease held not compensable.-(Maine Supreme Ju-

dicial Court; Dillingham's Case, 142 A. 865; decided August 20, 1928.)
TJe Maine workmens compeesation act provided: ,

If an employee * * * reciveawpersonl ikjury by aedident,' * * h}
shall be paid compensUioa.

-26-70cober 12, 1928
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The question was presented to the supreme court as to whether an
occupational disease was a personal injury by accident under said
statute. In deciding that an occupational disease was not comnpen-
sable the court used this language:

Accident has been defined, in cases under the act [workmen's compensation
act], as an unusual, undesigned, unexpected, and sudden event resulting in
Injury. [Cases cited.) Disease, to be compensable, must be interpreted both as
ah A'jury" and an "accident." An occupational or industrial disease is one
normally peculiar to and gradually caused by the occupation in which the afflicted
employee is or was regularl:y engaged, and to which everyone similarly working
in the sameindustryis alike constantly exposed. * * *

Cases of occupational disease, remarked Mr. Justice Philbrook in Brodin's
Case, 124 Me. 162, 126 A. 829, can not be said to have arisen from acoidental
Causes, since they lack the element of sudden or unexpected event. Obiter
dicaum and not adjudication wasthmat remark, sry.Buux it served well to
differentiate in the case where it was made, and in the present case it is entitled
to, and does, receive respect, when for the first the point necessarily arises
whetherdisease caused byoecupation, in the restricted sense of a disease which
is not merely a risk of the particular employment, but also of gradual growth,
may as matter of law be ruled to be personm l injury by accident,.
Withoutexmamining all the decided cases in States where the workmen's

comWnstion enactments are in similarity to our own, apparently the weight
of authority is to the effect that cases ooccuprtional or industrial poisoning
can not beregarded as accidents, within the meaniong of statutes which provide
for money payments to workmen for injuries caused by accident arsing out of
and in the course of their employment. The ground fixed by the statute, says
Mr. Justic Swayse, in New Jersey, is the injuryoby accident, not the results of
an indefinite something which may not be an accident. * * * In Massa-
chietts, where the statute is for personal injury without reference to accident,
the court has said that "personal injury by accident" is not SO broad in scope
as "cpersonal injury." [Case cited.]

It is the conclusion of this court that, as disability caused by personal-injury
by accident arisig out of and in the course of his employment is a statutory
prerequisite for the payment of compensation to an injured employee, this
claimant's injury, from what in a like situation some judge phrased the insensible
progress of occupational disease, was not as matter of law received by accident.
* * *

PUBLIC HEALTH ENGINEERING ABSTRACTS
Streptococcus as an Indicator of Swimming-Pool Pollution. W. L. Mailman.

American Journal of Public Health a-d The Nation's Health, vol. 18, No. 6, June,
1928, pp. 771-776. (Abstract by C. T. Butterfield.)
The author discusses the standards adopted by the California State Board of

Health, 1919, and the 1923 report of the committee appointed by the American
Publie Health Association. Results, B. coli and total count of a two years'
study of swimming pools are given. B. coli were absent in 1 c. c. portions and
the total count was below 1,000 per c. c. No cases of disease were traced to the
use of these pools during this period. Results are next presented covering a
one-year period in which test for streptococci were also included.

Mallman eoncludes in part that in swimming pools: (1) B. coli is not always a
reHlable indicator of pullution; (2) streptococci are consant indicators of poltu-
tion; (3) B. coli tend to multiply in such water; streptococci die out; (4) the
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presence of streptococci indicate an unsafe condition; (5) the presence of B. coli
does not necessarily indicate pollution but their absence is an excellent index of
safety.

White Lead. Anon. Public Health, vol. 41, No. 5, February, 1928, pp.
132-133. (Abstract by W. L. Havens.)
The prevalence of lead poisoning in the paint industry caused by the inhalation

of dust impregnated with lead has resulted in rather drastic legislation abroad.
Since 1921 the White Lead Convention of Geneva has been ratified by 13
countries undertaking to prohil it the use of white lead and sulphate of'lehd in
the internal painting of buildlngs. In Great Britain the lead paint act of 1926
empowers the Home Secretary to make regulations prohibiting the employment
of women and young persons in painting with lead paints and providing for
reports and registration of plumbism among employees.
Sewage Agitation and Chlorination Tests at Havre, Xont. Emil Sandquist

and H. B. Foote. Engineering News-Record, vol. 100, No. 26, June N8, 1928,
pp. 1001-1002. (Abstract by R. J. Faust.)

During the sumier months the Milk River, on which Havre is located, had not
sufficient flow adequately to oxidize the city's sewage. An agitation and chlori-
nation plant was established at the outlet of one of three main sewer outlets with
the following results:

Agitation reduced suspended solids from 0.882 per cent to 0.102 per cent, a
reduction of 88 per cent; no marked difference was noted in the amount of set-
tleable solids before and after agitation. With agitation only, there was an aver-
age reduction of hydrogen sulphide of 26.5 per cent (from 4.08 to 3 p. p.im.);
agitation combined with chlorination gave an average reduction of hydrogen sul-
phide of 63 per cent; bacterial reductions were great (shown by an accompanying
table); chlorine residual after 10 minutes was maintained between 0.5 and 1.0
p. p. m.; cost of operating plant 1 month was estimated at $110. This plant
treated about 0.122 m. g. d.

Calculating the Capacity of Sludge Digestion Tanks. Karl Imhoff. (Trans.
from German by Gordon M. Fair.) American City, vol. 38, No. 5, May, 1928,
pp. 124-125. (Abstract by J. B. Harrington.)
The required capacity of sludge digestion tanks is described in this article.

Ord-inarily, with a mean temperature of 590 F., 1 cubic foot per capita sludge
volume is required. At 500 F., the sludge volume must be doubled. In the
northern part of the United States, where the winters are more severe, and in
towns of less than 5,000, the capacity of the sludge tank should be increased.
The size depends upon the time interval between drawing sludge in the fall and
spring. At 590 F. two months' time is necessary for complete digestion; Addi-
tional allowance must also be made for wastes likely to retard digestion.
The Function of Aeration in Water Purification. N. T. Veatch, jr. Proceed-

inigs of Tenth Texas WVater Works Short School, January, 1928, pp. 172-177.
Abstract by Chester Cohen.

Experiments with simple aerators have proved the following: Oxygen may be
added to water to the point of saturation; carbon di%,xide may be largely but
niot completely removed; odors and tastes due to gases of decomposition may be
partially removed, but if due to products of organic decomposition the effect is
negligible; odors and tastes due to coal tar, phenol, and similar wastes are little
affected; hydrogen sulphide and odors due to over-chlorination may be satis-
factorily removed; the oxidation of organic matter is negligible, but inorganic
compounds, as iron and manganese, are largely but not completely oxidized;
the bacterial content of water is often reduced; the economy andtedff6eiveness
or treatment with ordinary coagiilants is usually increased- the corosi*ren6M of
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soft or peaty waters is usually increased, whereas surface supplies are not usually
affected.
Four different types of aerators re dicussed; namely, the air lift, the injeetion

the gravity, and the fountain aerator. "Results of tests on aerators of different
types, operating under different heads with different waters, vary so greatly that
no general conclusion Can be made as to the effect any particular type of aerator
will have on a given water. * * *"
The Xicroscopic Life in Water. Asa C. Chandler. Proceedings of Tenth

Tew- Water Works Short School, January, 1928, pp. 155-159. (Abstract by
Chester Cohen.)
This article presents a very interesting discussion of the part played by mi-

croscopic organisms in water. A discussion of the factors which influence the
development of microscopic organisms is given, with explanations of the influence
of sunlight, temperature, overturn, food supplies, and aeration. The relation
between stream pollution and the abundance and character of micro-organisms
is explained. The by-products of plant life, such as odor, taste, and color in water,
are accounted for; the effect of the growths on pipes,.sand filt4;r beds, and oxygen
content of water is discussed, together with methods for control of the organisms,
eithbr through the use of copper sulphate or chlorine. The author mentions,
in concluding, that there is an important field of biological investigation which
could be developed with relation to assisting nature in establishing an equilibrium
in the growth of the plant life, which would tend to maintain stable conditions and
prevent the sudden fluctuations and changes that take place in the water supplies.
Dosig Appaatus. Wynkoop Yiersted. Proceedings of Tenth Texas Water

Works Short School, January, 1928, pp. 54-57. (Abstract by Chester Cohen.)
This article brings out the fact that local conditions modify both the design

and mechanics required for the proper application of coagulants. The solution
method of applying lime is probably cheaper in most case, due to the economy
possble in the purchase of lime and subsequent slaking.

"Two basic methods of preparing and distributing the coagulants by the solu-
tion method are in common use. One is the conistant-volume method and the
other the constant-strength method." Te constant-volume method is used in
dissolving and applying crystalline coagulants, as alum and iron, and the constant-
strength method is used in the case of application of lime or when a gravity or
some other easily regulated flow may be added to the point of application.
The various methods of mixing the coagulants with the raw water are dis-

cussed. "I believe that when there is sufficiently violent agitation of the water
in the ing chamber, little or no time is required for reaction before passing
into the settling basin, but when handling a large volume of water where only a
portion of the raw water passes through the mixing chamber, a little additional
time will be required for mixing the coagulated portion of the rawe water with the
noncoagulated portion."
Mr. Kiersted sums up his paper by explaining that although solution feed would

probably be more economical in the larger water-works plants, the dry-feed
method finds greatest favor in the smaler plants.

Experiences with Covered and Open Reservoir& Carl J. Lauter. Engi-
neening News-Record, voL 100, No. 25, June 21, 1928, pp. 963-94. (Abstract
by R. J. Faust.)
"Three years' bacterial, microscopic, and chemical tests on an open and a

closd reservoir in the city of Washington, D. C., each receiving the same supply
from the slow sand filtration plant, chlorination then being intermittent, showed
the following, results:
"Ave bacteria count, 4 for filtered water, 7.6 for the covered reservoir,

an iucrese of only 90 per cent, as compared with 44 for the open basin, an inerease
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of 1,000 per cent. There was no micro-organism growth in the covered reservoir,
whereas it was abundant in the open one. Albuminoid aonia, nitrate, and
nitrite tests also showed much better conditions in the covered basin at all times."

DEATHS DURING WEEK ENDED SEPTEMBER 29, 1928
Summary of information received by telegraph from industrial insurance companies

for the week ended September 29, 1928, and corresponding week of 1927. (From
the Weekly Health Index, October , 1928, issued by the Bureau of the Census,
Department of Commerce) Week ended Co n

Sept. 29, 1928I w=e, 1927
Policies in force - _______ 71, 769, 909 68, 810, 404
Nunmber of death claims------------------------ 12, 623 10, 934
Death claims per 1,000 policies in force, annual rate. 9.2 8 3

Deaths from all causes in certain large cities of the United States during the y,eek
ended September 29, 1928, infant mortality, annual -death rate, and comparison
with correspondiing week of 1927. (From the Weekly Health Index, October 8,
1928, issued by the Bureau qf the Census, Department of Commerce) ,

Week ended Sept. Annual Deaths under ±dn
29, 1928 death 1 year |

rate per rte
city ~~~~~~~~~1,000 WeCity ~~~~~~~~~conre-Week Corre- dedkTotal Death sponding ended sponding 8ee

deaths rate1 week Sept. 29, week lt ,
1927 12 1 2

Total (68 cities) -____--____ - 6,370 11.0 10.8 |735 60

Akron -_--------------------------- 47---- 10 7 109
Albany _--_____- __-_--- __-_ 34 14.8 17.04 6 82
Atlanta __----- - 73 15.0 14.2 9 5

White -- --------------------- 36 --- 10.45 4 ___
Colored____ ---------_-_-_-_ -37 (4) 23.34 1 --_

Baltimore 3________________________________. 238 15.0 13.32822 89
White ----------- 188 ------ 11.1 21 14 84

Colored _ ------50 (4) 2 0 7 8 110
Birmingham - - 49 11.5 15.1 8 9 68

White- _ --------- --23- -11.4 6 ,583
Colored __ --------26 (4) 20.9 2 3 45

Boston - -168 11.0 12. 0 18 27 44Bridgeport _------ __-----20 ---- 1 3 18Buffar o t 141 13.3 12.9 16 22 69
Cambridge --------_ 18 7.5 10.5 2 2 36C'amden 24 9.3 12.9 4 5 64
Canton __--_-----21 9.4 12.9 2 3 48
Chicago3 -- 6048 10.7 9.9 62 -80 63
Cincinnati-__ 146 18. 5 13.9 24 10 145
Cleveland -- - 187 8.6 7.9 27 23 73
Columbus-- 61 10.7 12.2 8 7 75
Dallas-- 41 9.9 9.9 8 4 __-_

White - -------------------------- 28 ----- 9.1 73___-_
Colored - - 13 (4) 15.2 1 1 --_-

Dayton _- ----37 10.5 11.3 6 5 99
Denver - 74 13.2 11.7 15 6
DesMoines __-------29 10.0 10.5 3 1 50
Detroit - - --- 267 10.1 9.2 42 38 65
Duluth _-----24 10.7 10.9 4 1 93
El Paso - -24 10.7 13. 3 3 6 --
Erie - -22 ---- 2 0 4i
'Fal River -- - 25 9.7 9.0 3 1 51
Flint - ------------------------------ 30 10.6 12.18 10 102
Fort Worth -_-------- 28 8.7 10.5 4 4- __--White----------------------- - 26--- 9.4 4 4

Colored -- - 2 (4) I.6 0 0 ---
Grand Rapids __-_-_-_-__---_- 31 9.9 8.4 4 5- -60
Houiston _-------- 70- - ---- 5 5 --------

White -49------------------------ - -___- _4.-.-
Colored_., -- 1 (4) ---- -- ---- 1--------1--Indianapolb _ ~~~81 11.1 13.1I,1 .Z. 7Indisaiapolis- IO' I 76*White ------- --8----,6 11. 7 61

dit4i7t.ei tfbie)

Il
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Deaths from all causes in certain large cities of the United States during the wveek
ended September 29, 1928, infant mortality, annual death rate, and comparison
with corresponding week of 1927-Continued 0

Week ended Sept. Annual Deaths under ]Infant29, 192 death 1 yea mortality
1,taw week
coOTF We*k Corre- ended

Total Death sponding ended sponding Sept. d,deahs rat&.' week Sept. 29, week 19281927 1928 1927

Kamm_CRYWey8 ---- 2 9.7 11.1 1 2 21
Whi ._------ - 14 -- 11.4 1 2 25
Colored ---- 8 (4) 9.8 0 0 0

Kansas City, Mo ---- 82 11.0 10.8 9 9 64
Knoxville ---- 30 14.9 11.7 8 5 174

White ---- 19 -- 12.8 6 5 145
Colored ---- 11 (4) 4.3 2 0 427

Los Angeles ---- 0 _ --- 28 27 80
Louisvi-ll ---- 104 16.5 9.4 13 8 109

White ---- 75 -- 7.3 12 8 114
Colored ---- 29 (4) 21.3 1 0 69

Lowell _---- - 30 14.2 9.0 2 2 42
Lynn. ---- 18 8.9 11.4 1 0 25

Mem -------------------------------- 65 17.9 12.23 2 35
aFbte------------------- 30 ------ 10e.a 1 19
Colored ---- 35 (4) 14.8 2 1 63

Milwaukee ---- 100 9.6 10.2 11 19 49
Minneapois ------------------ 72 8.3S 651 3 6
Nashvie ---- 44 16.6 15.9 2 2 31

White------------------------------- 28 --11.600 0
Cowed_ ---_------- 16 (4) X8 2 2 120

New Bedford _____-__-__--- _ 16 7.0 7.42 2 43
Newlaven ---- 33 9.2 9.0 5 4 71
New Orleans _--_--_1---- 134 1& 3 18 7 20 18 97

White ---------------------- 76 -- 14.416 9 116
Colored ---- 58 (4) 30.7 4 9 58

New York ---- 1,22 10.6 10.0 134 112 54
Bronx Borough ---- 160 8. 8 7.7 10 7 30
Brooklyn Borough ---- 379 8. 8. 9 50 43 50
Mushatten Borough ---- 04 1& 0 1.8 f 2 52 62
QuesBoh--- 130 8 0 7.2 19 8 76
Ricllmond Boough _ 48 16.1 11.4 3 2 54

Newark, N. J _--- ---- e68 7.5 9.7 7 13 36
Oakland _ ----4 8. 4 12.7 4 6 43
Oklahoma City --- 20 ---- 1 3 --Omaha --- 53 12.4 11.7 3 3 -3
Paterson _ ----- 35 12.6 8.0 3 0 52
Philadelphia --- 387 9.8 10.4 49 43 66
Pittsburgh --- 138 10.7 11.4 20 32 65
Portland, Oreg _ ---- 74 ---- 2 4 21
Providence ---50 9. 1 10.8 6 6 52
Richmond _--------- 50 13.4 12.2 8 5 104

White ---29 --- 8.4 3 2 61
Colored- -----_ 21 (4) 21.6 5 3 184

Rochester_ -61 9.7 10.0 5 3 41
Bt. Louis- - -188 11. 6 15.2 18 21 60
St. Paul --- 51 10.6 11.3 3 5 29
Salt LAke City 3 __ - - 29 11.0 9.2 4 6 65
San Antno --- 47 11. 3 9.4 11 8 __
San Diego _----------------------------- 33 14.4 14.91 4 19
San Francisco --- - 161 14.4 9.6 4 7 25
Schenectady --- 20 11.21 & 7 2 1 63
Somervile --- 9 4.6 9.2 0 3 0
Spokane --- 23 1.0 12.4 1 2 26
Springileld, Ma --- 25 8. 7 9.2 1 7 16
Syracuse --- 60 15.7 11.1 2 6 24
Tacoma ___--____-----25 11.8 10.2 1 2 26
Toledo __-- ---57 9.5 9.7 6 a 58
Trenton __--- -- 35 13. 2 13.0 5 6 85
Waington, D. - -- 116 11.0 13 9 13 16 74

White - - ------------- 69 --- 11.99 1174
Colored _-- - 47 (4) 19.9 4 774

Waterbury - _--------------------- 15 _ _4 3 116
__.______ -- ___ -----------20 1S

Yonkers--------- 18 7.8 8 3 3 2 68
Youngstow .-- ------------------ 24 7.2 10.53 7 40

IAnnal rate pr 000 l
2Deaths unde 1 year 1 biths. Citlea left blank ae not in the registration ar for births.X
3 Deaths for week ended Friday, 8 t 25, 928.
4In the citie for wbhih deaths aresown by color, the colored population in 1920ontttted thefolkoing

percentage of the total populaon: Atlanta, 31; Balt, 15; BrmIngham, 39; Dallas, 15; Fort Worth
14; Hoso, 25- Ald l, 11;ansa City, K 14 Knoxville, 15; Louivile, 17; Memphis, 38
NaShville, 30; N'ew Orles, 25; Richmond, 32; and W n, D. C., 2



PREVALENCE OF DISEASE

No health department, State or local, can effectively prevent or control disease WtUiout
knowledge of when, where, and under what conditions cases are occurring

UNITED STATES

CURRENT WEEKLY STATE REPORTS
These reports are preliminary and the are subject to change when later returns are reled by

t State health officers

Reports for Weeks Ended September 29, 1928, and October 1, 1927

Cases of certain communicable diseases reported by telegraph by State health officers
for weeks ended September 29, 1928, and October 1, 1927

Diphtherii

Division and State Week W4
ended eu(

Sept. 29, Oci
1928 1

New England States:
Maine -1
New Hampshire ---1-__
Vermont - _ _ -_
Masshusetts - 34
Rhode Island - 7
Connecticut -17

Middle Atlantic States:
New York -50
New Jersey -80
Pennsylvania -163

East North Central States:
Ohio -83
Indiana- 46
lllinois -100
Michigan -82
Wisconsin -10

West North Central- States:
Minnesota -30
Iowa- -- 12
Missouri -33
North Dakota -13
South Dakota __ __
Nebr&qkask------ 10
Kansas - --- 16

South Atlantic States:
Delaware -1
Maryland .- - 25
District of Columbia 12
Virginia-.__ ---

West Virginia -20
North Carolina-147
South Carolina- 59
Georgia -28
Florida- -- -

I New York City only.

eok
led
t. 1,
07

3

74
5
19

168
106
'24

100
79
26

39
14
40
11

51

2
29
16

176
72
48
6

ia | Influenza

Week Week
ended ended

Sept. 29, Oct. 1,
1928 1927

2
9-

8 6f

111 1l
512

. 6
23 3
17 7
2 2
15 36

6
2

17 1

2 2

1 1
2

---- -

il8j 33

(W
(2676)

Mals MeningococcusMeasles meningitis

Week Week Week Week
ended ended ended ended

Sept. 29, Oct. 1, Sept. 29, Oct. 1,
1928 1927 1928 1927

20
15
2
50
jil
88
12

103

65
10
40
17
27

7

2
3
1
1
4

13
4
12
5

_-- -

_-- -

941

59
8
96

18
17
62
4
3
3

21

-------2-
1
9
2

106
97
81

0
0
1
0
2

18
4
3

8
0
9
6
0

0
0
1
9
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
1

0

0
1
3

7
1
2

10
2
2

2
1
1
0
0
0
1

0
1
00

2
0
0
2

Iek 6nded Friday.
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casts of certaincommunicaU4 diseamse reporteJ by tdegraph by State health officer.
O,r week. ended September *9, 1928, and October 1, 1927-Continued

Diphthaia Influenz Measles Meni

Diviso and Stae Week W.ek Week Week Week Week Week Week
ended ended ended ended ended ended ended ended

Sept. 29, Oet. 1, Sept. 29, Oct. 1, Sept. 29, Oct. 1, Sept. 29, Oct. 1,
1928 1927 1928 1927 1928 1927 1928 1927

East South Central States:
Kentucky -27-1--
T_nn- -66 26 27 6 -26 2 0
Alabama--75 77 46 7 73 11 1 0
Missbiplpl ------- 33 39 -----O---- ----

1
west 80uth Cntral States:

Arkana -14 9 34 43 9 6 0 1
Louisiana -23 37 20 13 10 0 1
Oklahoma --65 68 14 6 8 13 1 1
Tea - 26 4 19 30 6 2 0 1

Mountain States:
Montna----2 5 --- 4 2 0 1
Idaho- 1 --- 1 1 0
Wyoming --2--- 1 2 0 0
Colorado - 12 34 2 1 4 3 1
New Mexico -13 2 1 6 14 0 0
Arizona----- -1 I - ----- 1 0 0
Utah 3 9 2 3 1 0 0

Pacific stats:
WashingtoWn -12 18 2 -- 19 19 3 4
Oregon -_ 11 6 2 25 7 2 1 4
Caifornia -6-------------- 09 88 21 12 3325 6 1

rPoliomyelutls Scarlet fever Smallpox Typhoid fever

Division and State Week Week Week Week Week Week Week Week
ended ended ended ended ended ended ended ended
Sept.29, Oct. 1, Sept.29, Oct. 1, Sept.29, Oct. 1, Sept.29, Oct. 1,

1928 1927 1928 1927 1928 1927 1928 1927

New England States:
Maine _---3 5 24 16 0 0 4 6
NewHampshire -- 2 1 _ 0 -_-
Vermont -- 1 2 4 6 0 0 0 0
Massachusetts -- 20 79 99 129 0 0 9 19
RhodeIsland- -- 0 1 3 10 0 0 1 2
Connecticut --- 2 13 14 22 0 0 2 5

Middle Atlantic States:
New York _8--63 60 91 138 0 6 78 51
New Jersey --- 1 38 30 51 0 4 20 10
Pennsylvania- 11 35 116 149 0 0 77 65

East North Central States:
Ohio ----------------- 19 87 134 __ 4 ___-_-. 860
Indiana --_- _---2 18 34 59 4 5 14 21
Illinois --- 1 50 114 129 16 5 46 46
Michigan _---- 3 21 161 100 18 7 14 15
Wisconsin -- 19 53 41 3 7 6 17

West North Central States:
Minnesota -- 14 15 56 61 0 1 3 9
Iowa - -------------- 3 6 21 20 0 5 8 5
Missouri -- 0 20 52 41 7 5 37 9
North Dakota -- 4 4 29 47 0 0 3 3
South Dakota -- 0 7 9 18 8 0 1 3
Nebraska -- 2 7 24 23 79 0 4 1
Kansas --2 19 70 64 3 2 20 28

South Atlantic States:
Delaware - - 0 0 4 0 0 0 4-
Maryland 2.- -- 13 3 16 16 0 0 46 24
District of Columbia _ 0 3 7 10 0 0 1 3
Virginia---------- 1-- - - ----------------------------------
West Virginia--- 11 22 41 50 1 8 27 31
North Carolina -- 0 1 70 76 5 9 36 60
South Carolina -- 2 2 6 26 0 2 51 69
Georgia --0 0 11 29 0 0 28 27
Florida - __ I__-1- 7 -__-_ 1 3

3 Week ended Friday.
I Figures for 1928 are exclusive of Oklahoma City and Tulsa and for 1927 are exclusive of Tuls

12012-28----3
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Casm of certain communicable diaemes reported by teleraph by-State keaLh ofcers

for week. ended September 99, 1928, and Ocober 1, 1917-Continued

Poliomyelitis Scarlet fever Smallpox Typhoid fever

Division and State Week Week Week Week Week Week Week Week
ended ended eDded weded ended ended od ended

Sept.29, Oct. 1, Sept.29, Ot. 1, Sept 29, Oct. 1, Sept. 29 Oct. 1,
1928 1927 192 1927 12 1927 1928 1927

East South Central States:
Kentucky -0 43 0 __ 20 --_
Tennesseee-1 3 33 35 1 0 71 59
Alabama -4 0 28 25 1 0 47 36
Missisppi-0 0 23 29 1 1 14 9

West South Central States:
Arkansas0 4 22 7 0 0 30 15
Louisian - 0 3 10 7 3 9 36 13
Oklahoma 3__________-_--. 0 7 35 21 6 7 76 86
Texas- --------- 1 12 10 19 0 4 22 22

Mountain States:
Montana -5 0 10 9 12 6 9 6
Idaho -1 1 7 4 11 0 1 1
Wyoming,-,,.0,;-O 1 8 9 1 0 0 _
Colorado -2 9 12 31 2 1 2 9
NewMexico - 19--- I 9 13 4 10 2 13 15
Arizona - a 1 2 1 0 0 0 0
Utah 0O 2 9 2 1 6 1 4

Pacific States:
Washington -11 16 20 17 23 12 7 16
Oregon- 2 30 12 25 15 24 8 5
California - 6 46 84 73 25 8 22 16

' Week ended Friday.
' Figures for 1928 are exclusive of Oklahoma City and Tulsa and for 1927 are exclusive of Tulsa.

SUMMARY OF MONTHLY REPORTS FROM STATES

The following summary of monthly State reports is published weekly and covers only those States from
which reports are received during the current week:

Monin-
Sae goe. Diph, Ifu 1li le Pea- olio SCarle Small- Ty-

State jgiicus phnuoMaariaMewles Pella Po 0- et S phoid
menin- theria enz gra myelitis fever pox fever
gitis

August, 1928.^. ~~~~~~~~~~~~6
California- 15 274 44 7 67 31 224 48 137
District of Columbi 0 60- 29 8 9 0 7
Florida -- 6 42. 149 128 16 5 1 9 1 36
Idaho -- 3 12 --- 4 16 23 21 22
Indiana -- 0 38 21 60 2 94 53 87
Mississippi 2 60 2, 203 20,882 155 1,514 7 31 1 289
Montana- 6 8 --- 29 33 11 21 12
Oregon -- 5 27 15 -- 37 8 35 58 23
Pennsylvania -- 24 399 1 732 1 44 296 2 247
Virginia -- 2 93 571 168. 220 44 23 63 9 232
Washingto -- 5 28 11 47 9s 34 61 33
Wcst Virginia 1 37 41 46 69 84 18 139

August, 1928
Actinomycosis: Cases

California - ------------------- 1
Anthrax:

California - - 2
Mississippi _--_1--1
Oregon ___--_------ _ 4

Chi,cken pox:
California - - 199
District of Columbia --3
Flord -- -40
Idaho .------------ -3--. 3

Chicken pox-Continued. Cases
Indiana -_ 13
Mississippi - - 218
Montana _____--- 8
Oregon ____________---_- 25
Pennsylvania _--- 150
Virginia ________-- 39
Washington _ _________-66
West Vgiia _- - 15

Dengue:
xj_fm .. ..

Mlss ---ippL - __ .- __._- _ 4g1
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Dysentery: Cam
Caifornia (ameble) ...- 7
Calfornia (baary) _-_-_----7
Florda

Mississippi (ameblc) 10
Missiippi (bacillary) -1, 135
Oregon---------- -1-------

Pennsylvania ...--1-

Virgini 002
German measls:

California _5
Pennsylvania --

Washlngton _--------- 14
Hookworm disease:

Flori 43

Missssippi --

Virginia 9

Impetigo contaglosa:
Oregon a

Washington -____----5
Leprosy:

California- 6

Pennsylvania 1

Lethargic encephalitis:
California 2
District of Columbia 1
Florida .
Pensylvania 11
Vhirnia 1

Washington 3
Mumps:

Califonia -- 261
FloridL 15
Idaho _ -- ----- 3
Indian---
Missisippi _-----185
Oregon -14
Pennsylvania _-_- 227
Washington _---- __---- 43

Opthalmia neonatorum:
California- a
Mississippi 10
Pennsylvan _--- 14

Paratyphoid fever:
California .--
Idaho--_---- __-
Oregon -___ --_.- 2

Plague:
California-: ___- 1

Puerperal septicemia: Cam

Mississippi ....---- 56

Pennsylvania--_-6

Rabies in animals:

Califoria ,---3
Mississippi- 9
Oregon -_----4
Washington 1

Rabies in man:
Pennsylvania

Rocky Mountain spotted or tick fever:
Montana ---1

Oregon ___-----1--1
Scabies:

Oregon - 1

Septic sore throat:
Oregon -_------- 6

Tetanus:
California -- 12
Florida 8
Pennsylvani -- 8

Trachoma:
Caliornia -6

Mimssippi- -..- 5
Oregon -_--___------ 1

Pennsylvania-- 3
Tularaemia:

California -1

Indian _------- -1

Typhus fever:
California _-1--1
Florida . 11
Virginia ----------------- 4

Undulant fever:
California ------_---2
Oregon-- 1

Whooping cough:
California .-_- --------------- 779
District of Columbia 41

Florida.------- 28
Idaho_--___---- 8

Indiana 97
Mississippi ____-__-_- 569
Montana 8
Oregon 27
Pennsylvania 1,746
Virwinia ----------------- 276
wasmntlnon - 65
WestVirg 72

Number of Cases of Certain Communicable Diseases Reported for the Month
of July, 1928, by State Health Officers

State enpox|Chick- Diph- Measles Mumps Scalet Small- Tuber- phoid ingState ~en POX theria lever POX euClSosis fever cough

Maine -
New Hampshire-_-_
Vermont - --------
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Connecticut - -

New York -.
New Jersey .------
Pennsylvania

Ohio _-- -- _-- - -

Indiana-.z--------
Ilnois

:

Michigan _---------
W,s900sin----------

37

290
12
54

701
178
368
323
43

824

8
9
2

163
29
61

837
347
391
153
46'

:312
210
68

229

1,350
634
798

3,804

1, 255
2, 688

I 1,400
247
379

90

47

-8-3Y
164
10

110
415

527
132
-19
248
179

32
12
14

317
41
66

439
131
390
'228
103
406
390
241

0

0

0

1

0

0

5
2
37

.54
104
88
87
65

35

529

41
152

1,305
406

713
770
164

1,035
270
129

10
0

1
28
2
4

111

3s
155
Ill
19
88

26
a

95

-i2

405
21

356
1,421
618

1,377
1,007

82
921
790
549

2679
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Number of Cases of Certain Communlkcble Diseases Reported for the. -Month
of July, 1928, by State Health Officers-Continued

Chick- Diph- Mea- Scarlet Smnal- Tuber- |state an pox thwisa s105*W POX cul feve cough

Minnesota -131 92 57 191 5 171 4 192
Io*a ------- 6 18 25 53 69 64 162 11 58
Missouri -46 87 221 65 127 65 19 52 231
North Dakota -38 10 34 7 87 5 16 6 34
South Dakota -12 4 112 3 b& 16 3 3 18
Nebraska -14 13 10 17 47 57 1 2B a 42
Kansas --54 16 69 174 107 124 147 65 333
Delaware --2 1 49 8 5 0 ' 7 6 a
Maryland -- 63 48 197 74 55 6 314 61 498
District of Columbia -- 8 6 158 --_ 42 0 112 2 41
Virginia --125 42 572 -- 69 13 1139 196 290
West Viia 31 21 68- 53 33 29 52 30
NorthCarolina- 68 62 270 64 58 -- 2 461
South Carolina -- 43 78 87 5 15 31 136 433 27>6
Georgia _-_-_-_----_- 23 16 90 24 23 7 72 246 100
Florida - __- 2 33 95 6 10 14 96 41 45
Kentucky -------
Tennessee -- 22- 103 55 34 41 175 267 69
Alabama -21 37 188 24 29 28 386 246 118
Mississippi -_------- 200 43 374 341 24 2 289 343 954
Arkansas- 36 11 88 10 8 19 t 67 138 82'
Louisiana -4 32 121 2 14 6 1 1 134 41
Oklahoma 3__________________. 2 35 36 19 21 103 58 16677
Texas _ ________

Montana -15 6 71 17 13 64 22 17 11
Idaho -11 10 5 _ 15 32 -2 5
Wyoming --_----_---- 13 8 2 5 19 3 11 5. 12
Colorado 4 -__ __ _
New Mexico 2_-_--_____-------- ------

Arizona -- __ 3 54 -2 4 4 50 6-3
Utah2- - - - -__

Nevada -_- __ _ _ l _ _ _ _
Washington -176 27 62 76 52 82 157 18 62
Oregon -36 32 67 28 20 119 60 14 6
California - -,. 364 22 87 234 28 69 9 69 780

Case Rates per 1,000 Population (Annual Basis) for the Mouth of July, 1928

s3tate Chick- Diph-
en pox theria

Maine - _---------- 0.55 0 12
New Hampshire --- .23 .
Vermont -- 1.57 .07
Massachusetts -- .80 .46
Rhode Island -- .20 .48
Connecticut __-- .38 .36
New York -------------- .72 . 86
New Jersey -- . 55 1.07
Pennsylvania . -- .43 .47
Ohio -- .56 .26
Indiana -- .16 .17
Illinois _-_-_-_-- - _ .88 .50
Michigan-- .57 .54
Wisconsin --- 1.30 .27
Minnesota -- ----- .57 .40
Iowa- - .632 . 09
Missouri -- .15 .29
North Dakota--------- .70 .18
South Dakota------ .2S .07
Nebraska-- - .12 .11
Kansas ---- .35 .10
Delaware - _--- .10 . 05
Maryland _-- .46 .35
District of Columbia-_-__ .17 1.48
Virginia --- .57 .19
West Virgia __-- .21 .14
North Carolina---- 2.7 .25

Pulmenary.;' erts received weekly.
$Eclusive ofOklahoma City and Tuul.

Mea- Mum Scarlet |Small- Tuber- 'y- esles uP fever pox cuiosisT phold ing
I ~~~fever cough

3.40 0.70 0.48 0 0.52 0.15 1.41
93 1.11 .31 0 0
5.93 1.11 .47 0 .37 .03 4.22

3.72 .45 .87 0 1.46 .08 1.11
10.45 .16 .68 0 .68 .013 .35
5.65 .78 .47 0 1. 08 .03 2.52
3.89 .42 .45 0.01 1.33 .11 L45
3.88 --- .40 .01 1.25 .11 1.91
3.22 .63 ..47 .04 .85 .19 1.65
2.42 .23 .39 .09 1.33 .19 1.74
.92 .07 .38 .39 .61 .07 .30
.60 .40 .65 .14 L65 .14 L47
&11 .46 1.00 .22 .69 .07 2.03
.36 .64 . 8 .26 .52 .02 2.19
.25--- .83 .02 .74 .02 .83
.12 .26 .34 .31 .79 .06 .24
.74 .22 .43 .22 .67 .17 .77
.63 .13 1.40 .09 .29 .11 .63
1.88 .05 .97 .27 .05 .05' .a3

.08 .14 .39 .48 1.22 .04 .35
.44 112 .6 .80 .95 .42 2.14
2.37 .3 .24 0 1.34 .29 .24
1.44 . 54 .40 . 04 2.29 .45 2 64

3.38 ----- . 90 O 240 .04 .881 02-.32 .66 ' .64 .90 L33
.47 .36 ..23 .21 . 3 .21
1.09 ----- .i .23 --1.--- 1.G 85

4Reports not recived at tUmr of going to PM"' Beortsreeived samually.

Ty Whoop-Mea- mum Scarlet Small- Tuber- phoid ingsles fever POX cuiosis fever cough
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Cam Rate per i1, Population (Annul Basis) for the Month of July, 1928-
Continued

Chick-BDiph- Mea- M mS et small- Tuber- Ty- whoop-Stat. .3~~o POX tbWi3f dfvr O u fever cough

South CarIIS 0.27 0.49 0.55 0. 03 010 Q 20 0 86 2.74 1. 75
Geoia -.-- .06 . 33 .09 08 .0 .27 .91 .37
Florida -.02 .28 .79 .05 08 .12 .80 .34 .38
Kentucky ' - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- --- -- - - -- -Tnnes ------------------- .10 .13 .49 .26 .16 .19 .83 1.26 .33
Alabama -.__---- _______ 10 .17 .86 .12 .09 .13 1.77 L 13 .54
Missippi- 1.32 .28 2 47 1 25 .17 .01 L 91 2.26 6.29
Arksas -.22 .07 .53 .06 .05 .12 1.41 .84 50
Louisiana -._02 .19 .73 .01 .08 .04 .78 .81 .25
Oklahoma -.01 .19 .20 .10 .12 .57 .32 91 .42
Texas 2

Montana. 32 .13 L 53 .37 .28 L 38 .47 .37 .24
Idaho -24 .22 .11 -- .32 .9 -- .04 .11WYOming- 62 .38 .10 .24 .91 .14 '.05 .24 .57Colorado4- -----*--
New Mexico 2
Arizona-__________- .07 135 .05 .10 .10 1.25 .15 .07
Utah'
Nevada'- --.
Washington -------______-- 1.31 .20 .46 .57 .39 .61 1.17 .13 .46
Oregon - .47 .42 . 88 .37 .26 L 56 .79 .18 . 08
California- _ 94 .59 .23 .61 .69 .18 2.28 .16 2.02

I Pulmonary. 4 Reports not received at time of going to press.
2 Reports received weekly. ' Reports received annually.
' Exclusive of Oklahoma City and Tuls.

GENERAL CURRENT SUMMARY AND WEEKLY REPORTS FROM
CITIES

The 99 cities reporting cases used in the following table are situated
in all parts of the country and have an estimated aggregate population
of more than 31,605,000. The estimated population of the 93 cities
reporting deaths is more than 30,910,000. The estimated expectancy
is based on the experience of the last nine years, excluding epidemics.

Weeks ended September 22, 1928, and September 24, 1927

Estimated

expectancy

Case reported
Diphtheria:

43 States ---------------- 1,177 1,526
99 cities - - 476 612 713

Measles:
42 States ------------------------------------- 443 593 -

99 cities ------------------------ 106 162
Poliomyelitis:

45 States ------------------------------------------- 305 681
Scarlet fever:

43 States ------------- ----1---------------- 1,115 1, 332
99 cities -3 380 396 431

Smallpox:
43 States -_- - ---------------------------- 113167
99 cities - 7 34 13

Typhoid fever:
43States-868 1,------------------------------------- 1,041
99 cities - 161 101 191

Deatc reported
Inluena and pneumonia:

93 cities-- 412 358 --------___
Smalpox:

93 cities-- 1 0
8bmthEBend, I - 1 -0
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City r-ep.rts for wok ndseL Bptsisbsr U,; 1Mi

The "estimated expectancy" given for dipbtberia, pollomyelitis, scarlet fever, smalpox, and typhold
lever is the result of an attempt to ascertain from previu oerrene the number of coe of the dieas
under coideration that may be expected to occur during a oetain week In the absence of epidemics. It
is based on rbporft to the Public Health Service during the pest nine years. It is in most instances the
nedian number of cases reported in the corrspondig weeks of the preeediBn yeatS. Whn the reports
incude several epidemics or when for other reasons the median is usatisfactory, the epidemic periods
are excluded and the estimated expectancy Is the mean number of cas reported tor the weekl during non-
epidemic years.

If the reports have not been reeeived for the full nine years, data are used for as many years as possible,
but no year earlier than 1919 is included. In obtaining the istimated expectancy, the figu are smoothed
when neceeay to avoid abrupt deviation from the usual trend. For some of the diseases given li the table
the available data were not sufficient to make It practicable to compute the estimated expectancy.

Diviion, State, and
city

NEW ENGLALN

Maine:
Portland-

New Hampshire:
Concord-__---__-

Vermont:
Barre ._

Massachusetts:
Boston-
Fall River-
Springfield .__
Worcester .

Rhode Island:
Pawtucket-
Providence-

Connecticut:
BridgeporX ----

Hartford
New Haven-
MIDDLE ATLANTIC

New York:
Buffalo ___----
New York-
Rochester .
Syracuse .

New Jersey:
Camden
Newark------
Trenton .

Pennsylvania:
Philadelphia .
Pittsburgh .
Reading .

1AT NORTH CENTRAL

Ohio:
Cincinnati .
Cleveland
Columbus .
Tolodo

Indiana:
Fort Wayne-
Indianapolis .
South Rend .
Terre Haute .

Ilinois:
Chicago .
Springfield .

Michigan:
Detroit_..
Flint
Grand Rapids

Diphtheria Influenza

Population Chick- Mes pneu-
Jul 1, en pox Cases, als1 cse5ona
1926, esti- Cases Cam Deaths e re- deaths

etlzted porte- mimted re- re- re- portedestimatedpoed d um psmonia,expect- pore oted ported porte
ancy

76,400
1 22, 56

110,008

787,000
131,000
145,000
193,000

71,000
275,000

(2)
184,000
182,000

64, 000
5,924,000
321,000
185, 000

131,000
459,000
114,000

2,008,000
637,000
114,000

3

0

1

3
0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

11

3

2

1

3

0

5

a
2

1

0

0

28
2
2

4

1

5

3
2

18
100
5
3

3
8
2

41
17
2

0

0

0

11
1

3
4

0

3

4

2
1

5
68
1
0

2
14
0

25
11

2

411,000 2 8 3
960, 000 5 34 22
285,000 0 4 0

295,000 2 10 0

99,900 0 2 1
367,000 0 8 4
81,700 1 1 0

71,900 0 0 0

3,048,000 15 53 77
64,700 0 1 0

3 1,242,044 11 47 25
136,000 a 7 2

156,000 a 3 1

I Estimated, July 1, 1925.

0 0

0 0

5 1
1 0

0 0

1 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0

8 4

0 0

0 0

0 4

2

0 0

3 2

1 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0

5 2

1- 1

2 1

0 0

0 0

2 No estimate made.

0 0

0 0

2 0
10 0

0 1
1 1

0A 0

3 0
0 I1
0 '0

0 1

12 10
1 1
0 1

0 1
1 5
o 0

16 4
0 2
0 0

1 0

6 4
0 0

1 0

0 0

0 3

0 0

15 8
1 1

2 6
1 1

1 0

0

0

0

15
1
2
1

3
4

3
3
1

5
92
3
5

2
5
2

'21
16
0

7
9
3
4

1

8
2
1

.33
2

14
2
2

3 pial moins
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City reports for week ended September 2*, 1928-Continued

Diphtheria Influea

Population Chick- Mea muamps Pneu-
Division, StatS and July 1, on pc' Cases, c cas m deth

city lw192 est- Cases Cases Deaths cas up, d
estmaed mated re- re- re. e ore e

prted upect- portd por ported ported poted ported
ancy

EAST NORTH CENTRAL-
continmued

Wisconi:Kensha- 52,700 2 1 1 0 0 0 2 0
Milwaukee- 517,000 5 11 5 0 0 4 3 5
Racine6 - 400 1. 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
superior-139,671 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

WET NORTH CENTRAL

Minnesota
Duluth -113,000 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 4
Minneapolis- 434,000 11 20 14 0 0 6 6 4
St. Paul -248,000 4 15 8 0 0 0 0 2

Iowa:
Davenport 152,469 0 1 0 0-O 0 0
Des Moines 146,000 0 4 1 0- 0 0 .
SiouxCity-778,000 0 2 0 0-1 0 .
Waterloo - 36,900 0 1 1 0 0 5

Missouri:
KansasCity- 375,000 5 5 1 0 0 0 2 3
St. Joseph -78,400 1 1 0 0 1 0 2 1
St. Louis - 830,000 5 27 18 0 0 1 1. _

North Dakota:
Fargo - 1'26.403 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Grand Forks- 114,811 0 0 0 0-0 0 .

South Dakota:
Aberdeen-_ 115,036 0 0 0 0-0 0 .-
Sioux Falls-_- 130,127 0 0 0 00 0

Nebraska:
Lincoln - 62,000 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
Omaha -___------ 216,000 0 12 4 0 0 0 1 4

Kansas:
Topeka ------- 5,500 0 2 0 2 0 0 2 1
Wichita - 92,500 1 2 1 0 0 1 0 1

SOUTH ATLANTIC

Delaware:
Wilmington- 124,000 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 3

Maryland:
Baltimore-808,000 2 19 8 4 0 2 2 17
Cumberland -_ 1 33,741 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Frderick- 112,035 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

District of Columbia:
Washington- 528,000 0 9 12 1 1 3 0 9

Virginia:
Lynchburg- 3 38,493 0 2 3 0 0 0 1 0
Norfolk - - 174,000 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 4
Bjchmond-189,000 0 16 11 0 0 1 5 0
Roanoke - - 61,900 0 4 6 0 0 0 0 0

West Virginia:
Charleston --50,700 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 3
Wheeling-156,208 0 1 0 0 0 1 3 4

North Carolina:
Raleigh_' 3018,%371 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 1
Wilmington- 37,700 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.Winston-Salem 71,800 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0

South Carolina:
Charleston-74,100 0 0 1 4 0 0 0 2
Columbia -41,800 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
Greenville-_- 127,311- 1-

Georgia:-
.Atlanta -------- (1) O 7 3 9 O O O 2
Brunswick-_- 116,809 0 0__ . _
Savannah---------- 94,900 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 2

Florida:
Miami ____ _ 131,286 0 3 0 2 0 0 0 1
St. Petersburg - 4,847,629 00 0 _ _
Tampa -_ 102,000 0 1 1 0 0 0 O 0

1 Estimated, July 1, 1925. 2 No estimate made. ' Special census.
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Cay rports for wveek ended Septemne U, 198-lContinued

Diphtb-la Influenza

Poplaton
- Mea mumps, Pneu.

DlXln,8ste,andPopulation en poK, C=,a cm Mal0 MP 4Pn6DiViBion, State, and July 1, -am ~ ~ ~~ cami deatha,19w'. Cum Cam Deaths cmes m~death
estimaeted mra_a | l] re- ported re-."wu expet- ported ported pmted ported

l"T SOUTH CENTAL

Kentucky:
Covington-585(ao 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
LousvBille-311,000 0 5 6 0 0 0 2 0

Tennessee:
Memphis-177.000 2 4 6 0 1 0 0 4
NashVille 137,000 0 5 8 0 1 0 0 2

Alabama:
Birmingham 211,000 0 6 4 1 0 1 1 2
Mobile -66,800 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 0

Montgomery 47,000 0 2 6 0 _0 0 --

WEST 9OUTH CENIMAL

Arkansas:

FortSmith- -131, 0 0 - 1 2 0 .-_
Little Rock-75,900 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0

Loisana:
New Orleans 419,000 0 7 4 2 0 0 0 0

Shreveport-59,500 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
Oklahoma:

Tulsa -133,000 0 1 1 0 0 0

Texas:
Dallas -203,000 1 7 10 0 0 1 0 0

Fort Worth 159,000 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 0

salveston-49,100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Houston 1164,95 0 6 0 0 0 0 1

San Antonio 5,000 0 2 1 0 1 0 2

MOUNTAIN

Montana:
Billmgs -_ 117,971 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Great Falls _ 129,883 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Helena- 1 12,037 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

Missoula-112,668 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Idaho:

Boise- 123,042 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Colorado:
Denver -285,000 0 17 3 _ 0 0 5 7
Pueblo _ 43,900 0 2 1 0 0 0 2 0

New Mexico:
Albuquerque 21,000 0 0 0O 0 0 0 0 0

Utah:
Salt Lake City 133,000 8 . 4 2 0 0 0 5 1

Nevada:
Reno _ '12,665 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

PACMFC

Washington:
Seattle (2) 1 0 _ 2 0

Spokane 109,000 3 2 0 0 1 0

Tacoma 106, 00 3: 0 0 4 1
Oregon:

Portland 282,383 0 6 7 1 1 2 3 1
California:

Los Angeles _ (2) -2 15 7 0 1 5 .16
Sacramento-_-_ 73,400 0 2 0 0 0 0 9 1
SanFrancLsco- 567,000 7 14 5 7 0 0 5 9

1~~~ Esiae,Jl,12.'oetmt ae

Estimated, Julsy 1, 1925 2 No estimate made.
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City rpors for week ended September 2f, 19S8-Continued

scaet fever

Divlsion, State, Cass, |
ad citY esti- Cams

mated re-
ipeet- port e
ancy

NEW ENGLAND

Maine:
Portland 0 2

New Hampshire:
Concord- 0 0

Vermont:
Bane - 0 1

Massachusetts:
Boso-_ 2a 16
Fall Rdver---- 1 4
Sprngd-_el 2 3
Worcester-__ 4 7

Rhode Island:
Pawtucket 1 1
Providence 2 5

Connettlt:
Bridgeport 2 2
Hartford- 2 1
New Haven- 2 2

MIDDLE ATLANTIC

New York:
Bufalo -- 8 7
New York 40 23
Rochester 3 0
Syracuse 4 1

New Jersey:
Camden- 2 .0
Newark - 5 1
Trenton - 0 2

Pennsylvania:
Philadelphia_ 27 9
Pittsburgh 18 7
Reading- 0 0

EAST NORTH CEX-
TAL

Ohio:
Cincinnati 6 8
Cleveland 14 13
Columbus 4 1
Toledo - 6 4

Indiana:
Fort Wayne___ 1 0
Indianapolis--- 5 9
South Bend 2 1
Terre flaute--_ 0 0

Iliinois:
Chicago-- 4 41
Springfield --- 1 1

Michigan:
Detroit- 33 35
Flint-7 3
Grand Rapids 4 1

Wisconsin:
Kenosha 1 4
Milwaukee 13 19
Racine- 3 0
Superior- 1 3

WEST NORTH
CENTRAL

Minnesota:
Duluth- 4 4
Minneapos_ 22 13
St. Paul- 8 7

12 cases nonrecident.

Smallpox Typhoid fever

Tuber- Whoop-
ecu W

Deaths,31sses., 4

%

case, coughi, alst- Cases Deaths
deat

esti- Cases Deaths cases caesnmated re- re- mated re- re- re- caus
eCt- ported ported poedpec-ported ported ported

0

0

0

0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
1
0

0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0

1
0
0

0
0
0
0D
2

0

0

0

0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
01
0
0

0
0

0
1
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
0

0

0

0

0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
a

a
c
C

c
c
II
Ii
i

IIII
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0

0

1

10
6
5
1
1
5

0
2

11
76
0
1
0
8
2

23
9
1

13
11
6
6

5
1
2

48
1

26
0
0

0
6
1
0

2
2
2

lj

0

0

4
1
0
0

0
0

0
1
2

2
41
1
2

1
2
1

13
3
1

2
3
0
2

1
2
0
0

8
1
6
1
0

0
1
0
0

0
1
2

02
0

3
1
0
0

0
2

0
0
1

2
24
0

0

0

0
1 3

14

2

3

i2
0

6

0

4

1

0

10

0

4

2

0

0

1

0

0

0
2
2

0 1

0

0

0

0

1

01

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0o

C
C

1

0

0

13
3
0

, 8

0
4

3
4
5

13
53
6
16
1

28
1

70
28
15

6
S8
4
22
0
4
0
0

52
0

1631 101 7

0O1 61
18
0O

20

12
8

4

190
29
29
45

18
64
34
23
21

134
1, 194

48
55

19
78
30
438
144
12

132
171
71
62

26
107
14
39

594
26
250
39
33
6
94
2
4III

4
4
I
I

I
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City repore for week ended $eptember SB, 1958-Continued

Scarlet lfver Smallpox Typhoid bver
.,I T*bsWhoop-

Division, State, Cam, Cam, = Cas, , 1Des

and city esti- Cam Dths Cam eatb cames al
mated re- mated ro- re- r Ie- canses

ported
pct-

portd ported

WEST NORTH CNN-
TEAL-continued

Iowa:
Davenport---
Des Moines
Sioux City-Waterloo-

Missouri:
Kansa City-
St. o h---
st. Louis---

North Dakota:
Fargo
G}rand Forks

South Dakota:
Aberdeen-
Sioux Falls.

Nebraska:
Lincoln
Omaha-----

Kansa:

Topeka _
Wichita-

SOUTH ATLANIC

Delaware:
Wilmington--

Maryland:
Baltimore
Cumberland-
Frederick

District of Colum-
bia:
Washington--

Virginia:
Lynchburg--
Norfolk-___-_
Richmond.
Roanoke

West Virfini :
Charleston--__
Wheeling.

North Carolfa:
Raleigh
Wilmington--
Winston-Salenm

South Carolina:
Charleston--
Columbia-
Greenville._

Georgia:
Atlanta
Brunswick-
Savannah.

Florida:
Miami
St. Petersburg.
Tampa

EAST SOUTH
CENTRAL

0

4

1

4

1

13

1

1

0

1

0

2

1

2

1

7
0

0

7

0

1
5
1

2
3

1

2

2

0

0

0

5

0

1

0

0

0

Kentucky:
Covington 1
Louisville 3

Tennessee:
Meiphis . 2
Nashvil-- 2

Alabamg:
Birmingham.. 4
Mobile- 0
Montgomery-- 1

1
2

0
1

7

9

0

0

0

0

1

1
6

0

5
0

0

4

0

1

5
8

2

2

1

0

2

0

5

0

0

0

1
0

0
0

0
0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1 0 0

5 0 'O
2 0 0

0 0 0

4 1 0

1 0 0

0 0 0

0

0

o

5
1
6

0

1

0

0

1

13
0

0

9

0

1

4

1

0

3

1

2

1

0

4

2

O0
0

1

2

3
10

5
1

I0
0

0

1

2

0

0

2
1

0

0

2

1
1
0

0

1
2

1

31
1

3

1

1

4

0

5

4
5

4
0

0

0

0

0

1
1
7

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

2

1

3
0

1

4

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

3
2

1

3

1

8

6

0

1

2CI

0

0

0

o
o

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1 0

2

0
2

a
2

0
0

--------

--------

22
--------

--------

66
26
167

6
--------

-------i
12
46

14
34

25

186
15
2

114

5

41
18

is
18

15
8
17

18
17

I

------!-

2
1

2
1
19

0
0

3
0

2

0
7

1

103
2
0

10

0
0
2
0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0

73

13
4
15

6-
0

-------

0

0 29
5 65

2 64
I4 53

0 66
0. 16
.0 ........,---- v I v
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W wpett for wekxsWid&pSembe SB, 1928-Continued

Division, Stat, Cam,
and city uti-

mawe

mcy

CENTRAL

Arkansas:
Fort mlith- -

Little Rock-

Louisiana:
New Orleans 2

SbrevePort 0

Oklahoma:

Texas:

Dallas----- 3

Fort Worth-_ 2

Galveston ----- 0

Hotston---- 0

Sa Ikut0Wilo 0

Montana:
Billkngs-1---
Great Falls- I

Helena----- 0

missaula-_
Idaho:

Boise------ 0

Colorado:
Denver----- 5

Puebla-1---
New Mexico:

Albuquerque 0

Utah:
Salt Lake City-

Nevada:

*Reno------ 0

Washington:

Spokane----- 4

Tacoma---- 1

Oregon:
Portland5

California:

Los Angeles. 10

Sacramento____

San Francisco_.

fever smallpo Typhoid fever
Tuber ~~~Whoop-be~~~~ ~ing

Dets
Cam, CSse5, cough, Daths,

Case ei- Cases DeBths.deaths esti- CaOsWN ts caW c ause
M mW re- re-

ro -mawe re-
re

re-
ported F Ported expet- ported ported ported

ancy ancy

1

0

1

0

4

1
0

1
0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

3

1

1

2
0

9

9

0

0

0

0

A

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

00

0

0

0

1

1

4

2

1
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0
0
0
O

10

0

1

.
2
2
4

0

0

0

0

0

5
O

..

.21

19

4

4

1

2

2
2

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

3

2

2

3

0

0

0

1

4

1

2

0

1

5
0

2

10

I

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

2

0

0

0.
0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

2
1

0

1

0

0

2

0

0

a I
a

0

0

0

IIo

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

0

47

0

11

I--------

I--------

147
19

I--------

53
33

7
47
51

3
5
5
2

6

88
10

6
26

6

.23
59

211
31
153

Meninlgooo | Lethargic Peia Poliomyelitis (infan-
cus meningitis; encephalitis tile paralysis)

Division, State, and city Cases,
Cases: Deaths'Cases! Deaths Cases Deaths mated 'Cas Deaths

__________________________ _____ ____ ! _ _elpcYt
NEW ENGLAND

Vermont:
Barre -----

Massachusetts:
Boston
Fall River ----
Springfield --------

Rhode Island:
Providence ---

Connecticut:
Hartferd -----

New Havon _

0 0

1 0

0 0
0

0

01

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0o
0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3
1
1

1

0

1

1

9
1I
0

0

0

0

1
0

0

0

0

0

2687

.

1
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City rtport for week ended Sepftmber At, 1928-Conftued

Mneo e Poliomylits (infan-omeningtis encep itis tile paralysis)

Division, State, and city Caesti
Csam Deaths as Deaths Cases Deaths mated Cams Deaths

ancy

MIDDLE ATLANTIC

New York:
Buffalo _0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I
New York City-_--:10 3 1 0 0 16 31 4
Rochester -0- - 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Syracuse---------- 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

Now Jenry:
Newark-0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0
Trenton-0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

Pennsylvania:
Philadelphia -- 1 0 1 1 0 1 2 2 0
Pittsburgh-0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

A:ST NORTH CE:NTUAL

Ohio:
Cleveland -3 1 0 0 0 0 1 9 2
Columbus-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
Toledo-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

]Indiana:
Indianapolis - 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

illinois:
Chicago - 1 2 0 0 0 0 6 0 0
Spigil------------0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0Mich_gan:
Dtroit- 6 3 0 1 0 0 2 1 1

Wisconsin:
Milwaukee -1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

WEstT NORTH CENTRALI

Minnesota:
Duluth -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Miapolis0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0

Missaulr-0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
Kansas City-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
St. Louis -3 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0

SOUTH ATLANTIC 2

Delaware:
Wilmington -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Maryland:
Baltimore-0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0

District of Columbia:
Washington------------0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0

Virginia:
Richmond-0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0

North Carolina:
Winston-Salem - _0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

Georgia: I
Atlanta.-0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

Florida:
TampaI-0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

EAST OUTH CENTRAL

Tennessee:
Nashville - ____ --- 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0

Alabama:
Birmingham-0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

I Rabies (in man): 1 death at Omaha, Nebr.
Daengue: 12 cases at Charleston, S. C.

' Typhus fever: 3 cases; 1 case at Savannah, Ga., 1 case at Tampa, Fla., and 1 case at Houston, Toa.
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-City reports for wek ended September 22, 1928-Continued

&tl Lt Pellagra Poliomyelitis (Inftn-
cus mtSsencephaitis tile paralysis)

Division, State, and city Cases,
esti-

Cas Deaths Cases Deaths Cas Deaths mated Cases Desths
expect-
ancy

WEST SOUTH CENTRAL

Arkansas:
Litte Rock _--0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 O

Louisiana:
New OrleanS -- 1 0 0 0 7 1 1 0 9

Dalls -0--------------------- O 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
Fort Worth-0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Houston 3 _- 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
San Antonio-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0

MOUNTAIN

Colorado:
Deaver - 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pueblo-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0

Nevada:
Rem ----------------- 0 0 0 a 1 0 0 0 0 0

PAWCM
Washington:

Seatt0 _ _ _ 0 0 0 0 0 1 C 9
Spokane -0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0
Tacma __--0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0

Oregon:
Portland __--- 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

California:
Los Angeles-0 0_ 1 0 1 0 1 1 1
San Francisco --0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0

Typhus fever: 3 ease; 1 cas at Savannah, Ga., 1 cae at Tampa, Fla., and 1 case at Houston, Te

The following table gives the rates per 100,000 population for 101
cities for the 5-week period ended September 22, 1928, compared
with those for a like period ended September 24, 1927. The popula-
tion figures used in computing the rates are approximate estimates as
of July 1, 1928 and 1927, respeetively, authoritative figures for many
of the cities not being available. The 101 cities reporting cases had
estimated aggregate populations of approximately 31,657,000 in
1928 and 31,050,000 in 1927. The 95 cities reporting deaths had
nearly 30,961,000 estimated population in 1928 and nearly 30,370,000
in 1927. The number of cities included in each group and the
estimated aggregate populations are shown in a separate table below.
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Summary of weekly reports from ctie Augut 19 to September ft, 1928-Annual
rates per 100,000 population compared with rates for the corresponding period of
19*7'1

DIPHTHERIA CASE RATES

Week onded-

Aug. Aug. Sept. Sept. Sept. Sept. Spt. Spt. Sept. Sept.25, 27, 1, 3, 8, 1, 15, 17, 2 !, 24,
1928 1927 1928 1927 19 19 1928 1927 1928 1927

101 cities------------ 64 81 ' 56 884 51 94 4 75 101 579 103

New Egland - 62 86 87 88 84 93 87 53 67 91
Middle Atlantic- 66 78 58 77 49 90 57 105 02 95
East North Central-67 81 ' 61 87 51 90 67 82 92 105
West North Central- 64 53 51 69 70 63 97 125 92 87
South Atlantic -79 88 67 ' 89 47 108 4107 112 '86 105
East South Central - 35 61 40 51 30 106 125 117 160 81
West South Central - 64 95 100 161 76 149 140 136 92 203
Mountain - 44 134 44 117 53 152 35 224 62 233
Pacfc - 41 94 20 73 49 91 49 91 54 76

MEASLES CASE RATES

101 cities -28 25 '21 821 19 20 4 18 20 '18 27

New Endand- 85 58 90 58 55 63 39 30 48 40
Milddle Atlantic -21 24 16 18 18 16 15 14 15 30
East North Central-31 13 ' 28 11 24 15 24 18 20 18
West North Central- 16 16 4 16 2 10 14 28 18 20
South Atlantic-------- 33 31 4 818 5 14 4 11 14 I 16 86
East South Central-10 25 10 10 0 10 10 10 5 15
West South Central-0 17 0 41 4 17 0 17 4 0
Mountain -9 27 18 9 35 36 44 45 0 45
Pacific - 31 52 13 42 28 34 13 44 10 52

SCARLET FEVER CASE RATES

101cities ------- 33j 54 2321 357 37 [52! 58 69 '63 67

New England- 30 81 64 60 46 53 78 102 101 123
Middle Atlantic _--_ 18 37 14 38 18 30 28 46 24 42
East North Central- 44 61 ' 32 81 44 65 881 89 G1 69
West North Central- I49 61 55 69 39 91 68 87 103 59
South Atlantic - 32 63 30 ' 60 49 60 ' 54 78 '68 106
East South Central- 45 86 95 76 60 96 100 46 65 46
West s8uth Central-__ 52 58 44 58 56 45 44 41 28 50
Mountain..-------- 62 3 35 63 27 54 27 99 53 152
Pacific - 33 37 31 34 59 31 64 55 77 71

SMALLPOX CASE RATES

101 cities-2 5 '0 '4 1 4 '1 5 51 6

New England - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
MiddleAtlantic-- l OI O I 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
East North Central- I 5 6 '1 7 1 3 0 0 1 1
West North Central-0O 4 0 2 4 12 4 22 4 8
South Atlantic - 0 0 0 0 0 2 '0 4 '10 0
East South Central-0O 25 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 10
West South Central--------- 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 4 4 0
Mountain - 9 27 0 36 9 9 9 27 0 161
Pacific -0 ° 31 5 18 8 13 3 37 5 21

'The figures given in this table are rates per 100,000 population, annual basis, and not the number of
cases reported. Populations used are estimated as of July 1, 1928 and 1927, respectively.

' South Bend Ind., not included.
' Greenville, A. C., not included.
4 Lynchburg, Va., and Savannah, Ga., not included.
& Greenville, S. C., and Brunswick, Ga., not included.
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Summary of weekly reports from cities, August 19 to September 22, 1928-Annual
rates per 100,000 populaion compared with rates for the corresponding period of
1927-Continued

TYPHOID FEVER CASE RATES

Week ended-

Aug: Aug. Sept. Sept. -Sept. Sept. ept. Sept. Sept. Sept.
.25, 27, 1, 3, 8, 1t, 15, 17, 22, 24,
1928 1927 1928 1927 1928 1927 1928 1927 1928 1927

101 cities------------- 31 31 2 29 '32 2 30 4 28 33 A 27 28

New England -16 331 23 21 16 40 14 47 21 63
Middle Atlantic - 23 21i 18 28 28 27 29 37 23 - 24
East North Cent-l- 18 11! 215 15 13 7 14 16 16 10
West North Central- 25 20j 39 10 19 32 25 24 31 14
South Atlantie- 51 a8s 44 ' 71 33 58 442 31 A 30 45
East South Cetral - S165 203 135 183 80 112 100 152 95 86
West8outhCen52 74 72 54 28 74 28 37 68 70
Mountain - 62 45 44 54 80 63 18 36 27 36
Pacific - 26 21 26 8 13 a 38 16 18 13

INFLUENZA DEATH RATES

95citles - 4 5 23 84 3 4 45 5 4 3

New England -2 2 0 2 0 5 0 0 2 0
Middle Atlantic - _ 3 2 3 3 2 3 4 4 5 2
East North Central-3 3 2 3 5 2 4 5 2 4 1
West North Central0 _ 2 2 4 2 0 10 4 2 2
South Atlantic -9 11 4 8 7 9 5 4 7 9 5 4 11
East South Central - 0 16 5 5 16 11 16 0 10 11
West South Central-16 21 4 13 8 -13 8 17 4 8
Mountain -0 9 18 18 0 9 0 9 0 0
Pacific -3 7 3 0 7 7 3 10 0 0

PNEUMONIA DEATH RATES

95 cities------------- 56 46 255 '56 57 621 '63 60 ' 66 59

New England -------------- 44 51 32 49 48 65 62 40 76 70
Middle Atlantic - 68 55 60 72 56 66 69 60 74 69
East North Central-_-_-1 41 34 52 0 51 60 59 84 53 59 44
West North Central-- 1 35 31 31 23 22 43 43 46 41 25
South Atlantic -- 60 36 72 3 42 70 49 ' 65 76 686 65
East South Central -- 84 69 105 48 78 117 37 106 47 85
Wet South Central- 86 64 66 81 57 64 70 59 12 68
Mountain _- 44 36 53 54 44 90 44 1 99 71 54
Pacific -6_- 51 62 41 55 78 52 61 86 91 .66

5 South Bend, Ind., not included. 4 Lynchburg, Va., and Savannah, Ga., not included.
2 Greenville, S. C., not included. i Greenville, S. C., and Brunswick, Ga., not included.

Number of cities included in summary of weekly reports, and aggregate population
of cities of each group, approximated as of July 1, 1928 and 1927, respectively

Group of cities

Total ------------
New England -___---_-___-----Middle Atlantic -----East North Central__-----WestNorth Central __-_____---South Atlantic -

_-_----East South CentraL __----West South Central-_- .Mountain- - -

Pacifi---------------

Number
of cities
reporting

cases

101

12
10
16
12
21
7
8
9
6

Number
of cities

reporting
deaths

Aggregate population
of cities reporting
cases

192 1927

95 31, 657, 000 31, 050, 300 30, 960, 700

12
10
16
10
21
6
7
9
4

2, 274400
10,732,400
7,991,400
-%Mm2,981, SW
1,048,300
1,307,600

'591, 100
2,046,400

2,242,700
10,594,700
7,820,700
.2,63500
2,890,700
1,028,300
1,260,700

581,600
1,996,400

Aggregate population
of cities reporting
deaths

1928

2,2744400

10,732, 400

7,991,400

2,566,400
2,981, 90

1,000,100
1,2744100
591,100

1, 548, 9W

1927

30,369,500
2,242,700
10,594,700
7,820,700
2,518,500
2,890,700
9K760

1,227,800
581,600

1,512,100

1928j -
: -

. 1, 512, 100



FOREIGN AND INSULAR

THE FAR EAST

Report for the tweek ended September 16, 1928.-The following report
for the week ended September 15, 1928, was transmitted by the
Eastern Bureau of the Health Section of the Secretariat of the League
of Nations, located at Singapore, to the headquarters at Geneva.
Plague, cholera, or smallpox was reported at the following ports:

PLAGUZ SALLPOX
Ceglon.-Colombo. India.-Bombay, Madras, Negapetam
India.-Bombay, Cochin, Rangoon. Precc India.-Pondicrry.
Indo- China.-Pnompenh. l,do-Chiwa.-Pnompenb.

CHXOLERA China.-Hong Kong.
Dutch East Indies.-Pontianak, Belawan Deli,

Insdia.-Rangoon, Calcutta, Madras, Negapatain. Surabaya.
Frmnch India.-Pondicherry.
Chisa.-Shangbal.

ARGENTINA

Santiago del Estero-Further relative to plague.-The information
regarding the occurrence of pneumonic plague at Santiago del Estero,
Argentina, published in PUBLIC HEALTH REPORTS for October 5,
1928, page 2622, was received from official sources.. More recent
information, however, dated October 1, states that up to that date
only five cases had been definitely confirmed and two other suspected
cases were being bacteriologically examined; and a dispatch dated
October 3 states that two more cases had been confirmed, with no
new cases reported.

CANADA

Provinces-Communicable diseases- Week ended September 22,
1928.-The Canadian Ministry of Health reports cases of certain
communicable diseases from seven Provinces of Canada for the week
ended September 22, 1928, as follows:

Disease Nova AQuebAlber- totalScotia Sob kc- Tota

Influenza - 1 _ _ 1
Lethargic encephalitis _ _-- 1 I
Poligmyelitis - - -4 9 63 7 4 87
smallpox - - - 3 10 - _ 13
Typhoidfever-13-10 24 27 9 1_ _

(2692)
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Quebec Province-Communicable diseases-Week ended September
2,, 19*8.-The Bureau of Health of the Province of Quebec reports
cases of certain communicable diseases for the week ended September
22, 1928, as follows:

-CUBA

Provinces-Communicable diseases-February 12-June 30, 1928.
Duruig the period from February 12 to June 30, 1928, cases of com-
municable diseases were reported from the Provinces of Cuba as
follows:

Disease Pinar Ha- Matan- Santa Cama- Oriente Totaldel Rio bana ass Clara guay

Cerebrospinal meningitis ------ 3 3
Chicken ps- 13 287 70 28 31 174 603
Dipht a -4 32 7 17 14 14 88
Malaria -2 49 6 9 109 831 1,006
Measles 19 115 18 17 1 1 171
Paratyphoid fever -13 13 14 47 11 25 123
Scarlet fever -2 51 6 7 1 67
Tetanus (infantile) -- ------ 33 ---6
Typhoid fever -56 2831 82 230 103 106 859

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Communicable diseases-July, 1928.-During the month of July,
1928, communicable diseases were reported in Czechoslovakia as
follows:

Disease Case Deaths Disease Cases Deaths

Anthrax -9 2 Puerperal fever -45 15
Cerebrospinal meningitis-23 6 Rabies- 1 1
Diphtheria ----- 532 43 Scarlet fever 1,110 19

Dysentery-35--Trachoma-197
Malaria -- 304 -- Typhoid fever -697 53
Paratyphoid fever - 26 1

GERMANY

Bavaria-Vital statistics-January 1-June 30, 1928.-The Bavarian
Bureau of Statistics has recently issued the following preliminary
figures on marriages, births, and deaths in Bavaria during the first
six months of 1928:

Estimated Births, Infant mor- Exces of
Year poulation, Marriages Including D1eaths tality births

Jullyl stillbirths (deaths un- over
der 1 year) deaths

1913- 7,062,395 25,427 104772 67,498 18,774 37,274
1927 - 7,48, 785 28,193 81,252 54,5 10 054 28,672

1928 -77, 50,000 32, 20 81,797 5% 534 9,023 29, 2

12012°28-1
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.GREECE

Dengue.1-Complete statistics of cases of dengue fever in the prov.
inces of Greece are not yet available. The health section of the
League of Nations states, however, that the southern and south-
eastern part of the country is the most severely infected. The
Provinces reporting the largest number of cases up to September
15 are the following: Attica, Laconia, Messenia, Samos, Phthiotis
and Phocis, Cephalonia, Zanthe, Chios, Cyclades, and Salonica.

JAPAN

Osaka-Cholera.-A case of cholera was reported at Osaka, Japan,
on October 4, 1928, in a member of the personnel of the Bacteriolog-
ical Institute.

YUGOSLAVIA

Communicable diseases-August, 1928.-During the month of
August, 1928, communicable diseases were reported in Yugoslavia
as follows:

Disese Cases Deaths Disease Cases Deaths

Anthrax -------------------------- 292 33 Measles 155 5
Cerebrospinal meningitis 9 6 Polomysetis 1
Diphtheria 2-22 32 Rabies . 3 - 3
Dysentery - -489 36 Scarlet fever --1,484 204
Leprosy -- 1 1 Tetanus - -28 15
Letheigic encephalitis- 1 -- Typhoid fever --478 42

Isee PUBnw HEALTH RzrowTs, Sept. 21. 1928, p. 2497, Bept. 28,1928, p. 2663, and Oct. 5,1928, p. 2623.
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